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The problem of deducing measurements from a photo- 
(jr . 's the inverse of that of producing a perspective 

lnS from the known dimensions of an object, for the 
af>e produced by the lens on a photographic plate is a true 

.... Active if the lens be free from spherical aberration and
astlSmatism.
th P <**le p'ate be assumed vertical then the nodal point of 
aPd ^S *S t^le P°'nt °f view, the plate is the picture plane, 

focal length of the lens is the distance line. The 
axis of the lens intersects the plate in the principal 

bori2 an<* a horizontal line drawn through this point is the 
0f °n °f the perspective. Having given the horizon line 
that .pllotograph the principal point and the distance line, 
tije ^ tbe focal length of the lens, the problem of estimating 
We ^ Ject in all its parts is, however, indeterminate, for 
object
But ifailC* 'ts dimensions, which are dependent on each other. 
objCct We aTe provided with two perspectives of the same 
p]ar,Ct 'r<3rn suitable stations, the problem may be solved by 

6 tab'e methods.
e use of photographs in surveying dates back as far 
0r 59, about which time Colonel Laussedat executed 

experimental surveys with the camera, the results 
were communicated to the Academy of Sciences and 

endorsation of that body. Subsequently the

two unknown quantities, viz., the distance of the

as J8s8
UUzqof er°Us
?f Which
r«cei1Ved the
Method w

t was taken up by Meydenbaur in Germany, and was 
Gernia^ s°me extent in military work during the Franco- 

war, later it was exploited by Finsterwalder, Koppe, 
an^ It was also used in Austria, Sweden, Switzer- 

the ^ ^taly during the seventies and eighties, 
the R0cj. (‘xtensive work by the photographic method was in 
hiroftat; Vy ^0untain survey and the Alaska boundary de- 
°f Doiyj'V^ana<ban section) under Deville, Surveyor-General 

e<j ,on Lands; this work was begun in 1888 and con- 
t Up to about 1897, and was most successful.

^ thï1 thls
h°ukh

anb °thers.'and
Perhaps

tibu

work over a period of 30 or 40

?ertûed rn Crin^ much in detail, were all what may be fitly 
*tse]f a .ocular ! that is to say, a single photograph was in 
arr'ved at l the determination of any magnitude was
Vartt>Us ni uy t^le comParison of two or more units. ___
^OTeoVçr 6 Otis are all somewhat intricate ancfjaborious, and, 
> two 1 6 'dentification of terrestrial details as viewed 
lflficulti ?r tttore stations at different angles is often very 

bathera stati^3^11’ metb°d is not self-contained,- for the 
y triarigu, °ns and other central points must be determined 

Thjs atl0n or other extraneous method. 
atla'a8:onsP|an °' taking a single photograph as a unit is 
a 6.c'°sed ° a man who views an object with one
S( s'rc,ilar ob^ t*aen moves to a new view point and makes 
laat'°n. Servation, instead of using both eyes from one 

T bteth0 , seems all the more remarkable that the binocu-

The

'vas not introduced when the plastic properties

of a stereograph were so well known, for the invention of 
the stereoscope dates back to 1838.

The first suggestion of utilizing stereoscopic photographs 
for measurement of distance by means of a comparator 
seems to have been made by Dr. Pulfrich, of the scientific 
staff of the Zeiss works, in 1901. (See “Naturwissenschaft- 
liche Rundschau,” 16, p. 589. From that time on numerous 
articles have appeared in scientific periodicals dealing with 
the problem and meantime the firm of Carl Zeiss has steadily 
improved the original apparatus until a permanent form of 
both camera and comparator have now been reached, both of 
which are of great perfection.

In this paper I purpose to deal with the question of 
measurement only, assuming that means have been used to 
secure accuracy in the setting of the camera.

P

t

a
'p

Base BA
Fig. 1.

Consider a single photograph and let lines be drawn on 
it representing the horizon and principal line of the picture. 
This will divide the photograph into quadrants and the co
ordinates x and y of any point therein may be measured 
by means of a comparator. The actual values of these quan
tities cannot, however, be determined until their distances 
from the station are measured and this distance may be 
obtained from a stereoscopic pair.

The method of measuring the depth of field to any point 
from a stereograph requires a linear measurement of the 
parallax of that point, 
depth of field may be illustrated by the accompanying dia
gram, Fig. 1.

The relation between parallax and
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Fig. 2.
Base = 2.438 metres, f = 141 mm.

its owDmirrors M, and M2. Each plate may be rotated in 
plane by screws S, and S2, so that the horizons of the^ ^ 
plates may be accurately adjusted. Also, the right pia^ 

be moved parallel to its length by the screw H so a

As the picture is mounted the base is represented by a dis
tance of 145 mm., and the distances between various pairs 
of points are shown on the figure, from which it is seen that 
the nearer the points lie to the station the greater the paral
lax. It must be observed, of course, that the parallax is not 

of the distance directly to the distant point, but 
of the perpendicular distance between two vertical

tw°

may

Pa measure X = z.±.a measure
planes, one of which passes through the station points and 
the other through the distant point parallel to the first, in 
other words the “Z” of a rectangular system of co-ordinates.

+

In the taking of the photographs it is necessary that the 
plates be vertical and that they lie in one plane ; the stations 
may be on the same or different levels. The length of the 
base and the focal length of the lens are required. By con
vention the left station may be conveniently taken as the 
point from which measurements are to be made, hence the 
co-ordinates x and y will be measured from the left plate 
and the parallax from both.

It now remains to show how the actual co-ordinates of 
a point in space may be determined from the co-ordinates 
as measured on the stereograph. In Fig. 3 :

Let P be the point whose position is to be determined 
and which is represented on the plates by the images P, and 
P2 ; let the ordinates of these points be x and x1, (x1 being 
negative), let B be the base and f the focal length of the 

Then, from similar triangles it is evident that Z the

*kk

N

Base S,s,;

f
lens. Axff 5e, = B —distance of a plane through P = B Fig. 3.

x + x1 a

compensate for difference in level of the two stations^ ^jcb 
optical planes of the microscope are two balloon mar ^juS1' 

coincide when the instrument is in accurate

x
also X = Z—

appear to
ment and may be set so as to apparently coincide 

the stereograph whose position is requit

with
and Y = Z—

point onf
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Fig. 4 shows the latest model of the stereo-comparator 
destined for the precise measurement of stereographs, 
of which has lately been added to the photographic equip
ment in the University of Toronto, 
vided with a binocular microscope magnifying eight times, 
of which the objectives are shown by (X and 02, the efe 

The microscope may be focussed °D

Let A and B be the two points of observation, and let 
P, and P2 be the images of the distant point P on the picture 
plane, then x, is the ordinate of left image, and x2 of the 
right and the difference between AB and P2 P2 is the parallax 
and is obviously equal to x, — x2. Let the parallax be de
noted by a, equal to the algebraic difference of the ordinates.. 
It is clear that when the parallax a equals O the point P 
must be at infinity, and that a increases as P approaches AB, 
also that all points lying on a vertical plane through P par
allel to AB have the same parallax.

one

The instrument is pr°'

pieces by E, and E2. 
the plates by a screw not visible in the figure, and the ey 
pieces may be separately adjusted to compensate differences 
in the eyes of the observer and are also adjustable to differ 
ent interocular distances.

The plates P, and P2 are rigidly held in place by met» 
clamps, and are illuminated from beneath by adjusta e

Fig. 2 exhibits the parallax of various points in an 
The base of the pair of photographsactual stereograph, 

was 2.438 m. and the focal length of the lens was 141 mm.
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Fig. 4.
Theof pi ^rcat simplicity of this method as compared to that 

lnST by means of the plane table will be|larent, an l k
Parable 9 1 le Precision secured is much superior and 
C°UlUrv t0 t*lat any other method of survey in ordinary 
that can *n mountainous districts it ensures results

The 1 °therwise be secured except at very great cost, 
confi ni,p*tcation of photogrammetry to stereographs is 

®UrPose ’CC t0 survey work alone, but may be used for any 
lWo canie'^ere measurement is required. For example, if 
*he as ar® used and simultaneous exposures are made

hod beco

at once ap- 
com-

Pot

thay mes applicable to moving objects, and 
stant 0r emP'°yed to indicate the position at any in
field ^ military forces during
tn,i of vessels at sea, or to determine the alti-

be

manoeuvres in the
füde
J* a ^ilaCrl0UdS’

Str°nomy F "ay t^e method becomes readily applicable in 
,lIlcl rneasu *n architecture it may be employed to examine 

method <*6ta**s which are not readily accessible. Again, 
rQth the may modified by taking two photographs 

view ^°‘nt at different times when any changes in
Jtl in est' 96 at once made evident, this will find applica- 

^tiop^ ]Qcraat'nK' relatively small changes, such as glacier 
th^h^nce^f variations in contour of the earth’s surface, 

6 ^'motion Structures> progress of earthworks, etc., or in 
°f spurious coins or counterfeit bank notes.

aeroplanes or the flights of birds.

tio

ijar thy n C*°Se °f the construction season of the present 
^ ranscontinranc* "^rUnh Pacific and its ally, the National 
r^Sr'atefles enta*> will be in a position to carry telegraphic 
tuq6’ a Point°m I5° m^€s west of Yellowhead Pass to Coch- 
p’ Cs' over . 900 miles east of Winnipeg, a distance of 1,975 
hraC‘®c wil] 1|tS.°Wn hues. Besides this the Grand Trunk 
,piatlch Hnes 3U*'d over 700 miles of telegraphic lines on 

nk Pacic an<^’ from the Prince Rupert end of the Grand
c, a total of 830 miles ’n all.

1 he screw A moves the entire bed plate, carrying both 
th t0 l^e right or left, and its movement is indicated on 

scale X. the screw B moves the microscope at right 
nëles to the bed plate, and its motion is indicated in the 

e and the screw C moves the right plate to the right 
■ ,.e 1 independently of the other plate, and its movement is
mdicated

ThmS r6a<* to I/5° mm., and by estimation to 1/100 mm. 
;e^US(’ hy means of the scale X the distance of any point to 
m 1 ' + 1 °r right (—) of the optic axis is measured by 

°f Y the height of any point above ( + } or its depth 
y t°" * ) the horizon is measured, and lastly, by means of

e Pnrallax of any point is determined. From these three 
0r<j.SUrements made on the photographs the actual co- 
Sj es in space are at once determined by means of the 

P f rmu.as aire dy given

Plates

by a scale and divided screw head Z. All three
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THE PRACTICAL DESIGN OF REINFORCED 
CONCRETE FLAT SLABS.*

By Sanford E. Thompson.f

The purpose of this paper is to present material cover
ing the practical task of designing flat slab floors for rein
forced concrete structures. The requisite thickness of slab, 
amount of reinforcement, and size of column head, for dif
ferent loadings and different spans, are given in a table ; 
and the theories and assumptions involved in the computa
tion are briefly discussed. Values not included in the table 
may be worked out from the formula, finding the desired 
values of C5 and ,Ce from the diagrams. J Curves are given 
also for the constants used in the design of members with 
steel in top and bottom, and apply not only to flat slabs, 
but to any beam or slab reinforced both in compression and 
tension.

For reinforced concrete buildings, the flat slab, or gir
derless floor,—as it is sometimes called,—is as cheap, and 
frequently cheaper, than beam and girder construction. 
The smooth ceilings with no intersecting beams allow better 
distribution of the light. The expense and complication of 
installing sprinkler systems is lessened. The clear head- 
room for the same story height is increased, or else, on the 
other hand, the story height may be made less without re
ducing the effective headroom. This last consideration 
alone is often important enough to dictate flat slab floors.

With flat slab floors the entire load is supported directly
on the columns, which are usually spaced about equally in 
both directions. The column heads are enlarged so as to
give increased resistance in shear and bending at the points 
where this is most needed. The reinforcing bars run 
through the slabs over the column in four directions, two 
rectangular and two diagonal.

The simplest way of considering the flat slab is to as
sume that a portion of the slab extending a certain distance - 
out from the column is a flat, circular plate, similar to a 
Japanese parasol, but with no slope to its surface. This 
plate is fixed to the column and is assumed to extend out 
from it on all sides like a cantilever as far as the line of 
inflection of the slab, which line,—as in other forms of 
monolithic construction,—is about one-fifth of the net span 
away from the support. The rest of the slab may be con
sidered as entirely separate from the flat circular plates 
but simply supported from their outer edges or circumfer
ences.

This is no new theory, but is somewhat similar in effect
to that of a uniformly loaded, fixed or continuous beam. 
To illustrate this in practical fashion, we will take an or
dinary beam uniformly loaded and fixed at both ends. This 
illustration does not in any way show the methods of deter
mining a bending moment in the flat slab, since, as stated 
below, the actual bending moment is dependent upon the 
elastic theory. It does, however, show quite clearly that 
we are justified in assuming the slab to be cut through 
the line of inflection.

on

We know from simple mechanics that the moment at the 
support of an ordinary or uniformly loaded or fixed continuous

* Presented at the eighth annual convention of the Na
tional Association of Cement Users, March 11-16, 1912, 
Kansas City, Mo.

t Consulting engineer, Newton Highlands 
U.S.A.

t F°r an example of flat slab design worked out in de
tail see Taylor and Thompson’s “Concrete,» Plain and Rein
forced,” 2d edition, 1911, pages 487 and 488.

Mass.,
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shortshearing stress either at its circumference or at a 
distance outside of it.

Bending Moment at Support.—The theory of flat plates, 
which must be used in designing a circular plate, is not yet 
clearly established. By the use 
ics, the elastic theory, we have a fairly good working hyp0 

The analysis solved by Prof. H. T. Eddy* offers, 
writer’s judgment, the most rational solution of the 

problem yet advanced

beam is Wl/12* and, at the centre, is Wl/24. Now, suppose 
at the points of inflection, which also by mechanics we know 
to be located at a distance 0.2113I from each support, we cut 
the beam completely through so as to have a cantilever at 
each end with a simply supported beam between. . The 
bending moment of the cantilever at its support, due to the 
load upon it, is 0.2113W x 0.2113I/2, and the moment at its 
support due to the load on the supported beam between 

[1—2 (0.2113)]

of what is termed, in mechan-

thesis. 
in the

The sum ofW x 0.2113I.cantilevers, is

W///A z2

:these two moments is 0.0223WI+0.061 oWl = o. 083 3WI or 
Wl/12. In other words, while this analysis is not that which 
can be used for a flat slab, because of the extra strength 
of the flat slab due to the multiple reinforcement, the 
division into sections corresponds to our assumption in the 
flat slab theory, 
centre moment of the simple beam supported by the two 
ordinary cantilever beams is Wl/24.

Tests of the flat slab construction at Minneapolis! in
dicate that the line of inflection of a flat slab floor is sub
stantially the same as in a fixed beam, or about 1/5 the net 
distance between supports, although, as would be expected, 
the bending moment is entirely different.

Problems of Design.—The problem of the design 
of the flat slab, then, resolves itself into (1) a de
termination of the proper thickness and reinforcement re
quired at the support for the cantilever circular plate sup
porting its own load and also the load of the rest of the 
slab, and (2) a determination of the thickness and reinforce
ment at the centre of the span required for the simply sup
ported section lying between the circular plates.

Various Methods of Design of Slab.—Various methods 
have been advanced for the design of the flat slab. Some 
are based merely on deflection tests, which give no true 
basis for computations ; others compute the steel carefully 
at the centre of the slab, which is not the critical part ; 
others consider the construction to consist of beams between 
columns with a slab between, thus obtaining ultra-conserva
tive results ; while a iplan still more common is to take the 
moment at the suports arbitrarily without regard to the 
size of the column head. The shear or diagonal tension 
near the column head is frequently disregarded altogether.

Shear at the Support.—The direct shear at the support, 
as in any mechanical construction, is equivalent to the total 
load supported by the column. This shear is readily borne 
by the concrete and steel. The diagonal tension, however, 
which, as in a beam, may be considered as measured by 
direct shear, must be carefully considered. To reduce the 
diagonal tension and also to increase the resistance to 
bending of the slab, the column head is enlarged. To still 
further increase the resistance, a part of the bars in the top 
of the slab over the supports may be bent down just outside 
of the supports and then carried along in the bottom of the 
slab.

A/y////.// /
i /'1ZjZV/77^ (I! lût

v\\y \\\

\ii \

m X
m §7/7In the same way we might show that the % Mg/
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/
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ft \\ Assumed line of 
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__ / X of inflection
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1

Fig. 1.—Plan of Flat Slab.

author! ha5
horn0'In the design of the flat slab, therefore, the 

started with Prof. Eddy s analysis °f stresses in a 
geneous circular plate, and from his general formu a^^ 
deduced by mathematics other formulas applying to a g 
plates free on their edges and clamped around the co ^ 
In a flat slab thus supported there are horizontal strcS.S teral 
right angles to each other. The effect of these ^seA 
stresses has been taken into account, this being ex-P jefol' 
by Poisson’s ratio, which is the ratio of the latera esS 

the deformation in the direction of the

ha5

mation to

*1
*111 it

W pounaa p*r w , , iI 1 1 ! 111 j u 1,11 m 1..L1
~ l^ydlajoeal Steel In hilo/aj/erT

rectangular steel In 
tvh lagereI-—n-—i

8

q In pounaa per linear foot

Fig. 2.—Section of Flat Slab.
beeP

0.1, which haS of 
concreteThe value of this ratio is taken as 

shown by experiments to be a 
1 :2 :4 proportions. \[c^

It has been found .possible to reduce the co®^rJDt(las 
formulas derived by the Eddy analysis into four c0tHP. 
which are comparatively simple although still rather „d'

for f°ur

fair value for
In either case, the shearing stress should be limited to 

definite units, although it seems permissible to use a some
what higher stress than in a beam.

The diameter of the enlarged column head, which is 
the actual support of the slab, should be governed by the

fl

oated for practical use. These formulas are

i8g9-* W = total live plus dead load. l = distance in feet be
tween supports.

t See papers on “A Test of a Flat Slab Floor in a Re
inforced Concrete Building,” by Arthur R. Lord, Proceed
ings National Association of Cement Users, Vol. VII., page
156.

* Engineers’ Society, University of Michigan, 
t The author is indebted to Mr. Edward Smulski 

computations involving intricate analyses by higher ^ tfle 
matics ; also to Mr. John Ayer for further stud»e 
practical design.
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3.—Diagram Giving Values of C. in Formula.

M, __
moment produced by the loading that is uniformly dis- 

tributed over the circular plate and causes circum-
M ^erential fibre stress.

moment produced by this same loading but which 
lfa__ Causes radial fibre stress.

moment produced by the loading from the rest of the 
s'ab that is distributed along the outer edge of 

___ Ptate, and causes circumferential fibre stress. 
Pmment produced by the latter loading but which 

causes radial fibre stress.

u study of the analysis, however, shows that the two 
may r crential moments are a minimum at the support and 
mome G Safely disregarded. The two formulas for the radial 
*°Howin may oombined and still further reduced to the 
radiUg S s*mple form which can be used for a circle of any 
Symbo’lsr’- W'thin '■be circular plate. The meaning of the 
Which \ *S ma^e clearer fcy reference to Figs, i and 2, 

* °w fhe plan and the section of a flat slab.

q
Uniformly distributed load around the outer edge of 

s- . *he plate in pounds per foot of length. 
ni ormly distributed load on

re bounds per sq ft
ms in feet to line of maximum bending moment 
'which is within the column head). 

an r ra<hUs °f assumed plate in feet.
1 radius ;n feet where moment is to be computed, 

or critical section, r is radius of column head.

Mb

A
cite

»
surface of plate in

r« ^

r,
°Uter

mg moments and___ ___ be applied not merely to the slab at
"he support, but to any point in the circular plate surround - 
ing the column. The four moments are as follows :

can Cs, Ce = constants given in Figs. 3 and 4.
Mr = total radial bending moment to be used ordinarily. 

= distance in feet between lines of inflection.
Then total radial moment at any point of plate is

1,

- Mr = wr0C5+qr,Ce
For convenience in computation, values of the constants 

C5 ■ and Ce, for various values of the ratios r,/r0 and r/r„ are 
plotted in the curves given in Figs. 3 and 4.*

Mr = w r02C5+q r„ Ce
r„ = radius in feet to line of maximum bending moment. 
r, = outer radius of assumed plate in feet, 
r = any radius in feet where moment is to be computed ; 

for critical section, r is radius of column head.
Mr = w r„aC5+q r„ Ce

r0 = radius in feet to line of maximum bending moment, 
r, = outer radius of assumed plate in feet, 
r = any radius in feet where moment is to be computed ; for 
critical section, r is radius of column head.

60

55

1.0 1.1 1.2. 1.3 14 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.0
Values -of

Fig. 4.—Diagram Giving Values of Ce in Formula

With q expressed in pounds per foot of length, w in 
pounds per square foot, and r„ in feet, the moments are in 
foot-pounds per foot or inch-pounds per inch.

Position of Maximum Bending Moment and of Maximum 
Stress.—As commonly constructed, the column head flares 
at the top and is therefore more or less flexible, 
reason the line of maximum bending moment will be locat
ed, not at the extreme edge of the column head, but a little

For this

* These are drawn up from values in tables in Taylor 
and Thompson’s “Concrete, Plain and Reinforced,” 2d 
edition, 1911, page 518.
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and including the radial bars as assisting to takewithin it. The maximum stress, on the other hand, will 

not be on the line of the maximum bending moment because 
the strength there (since it is within the head) is increased

It is fair to assume,

arm,
tension, we figure the maximum stress in the steel over the 
edge of the column as 25,000 lb. per sq. in. under the normal 
load of 225 lb. per sq. ft. as compared with 20,700 lb. per 
sq. in. given by Mr. Lord as the actual maximum stress in 

This is no greater difference than there ought

due to the greater depth of concrete, 
therefore, that the maximum stress is at the edge of the

the “critical section” as the floor.
to be between design and test and shows our method to be

column head, and we may assume 
on this line. The exact location of the line of maximum 

Under ordinary conditions it 
fair to assume its location as within the column

There-

slightly more conservative than the actual test.moment is indeterminate.
appears
head, a distance equal to the thickness of the slab, 
fore, Mr is figured for a value of r = r„+t. In figuring this 
moment, values of the constants Cs and Ce should be taken 
from the curves in Figs. 3 and 4. As in an ordinary fixed 
beam, this bending moment is negative, so that the upper 
side of the slab is in tension and the lower in compression.

< IP35
Vo_

il% 0025

^ 0020
D
q 0.015

Z dt
Having found the moment, the design of the reinforcement 
and the thickness of the slab may be worked out as for an i

/ ■ 2 *ordinary beam.
The curves in Figs. 5 to 8 inclusive will be found of 

assistance in working out the design.
Steel in Column Head.*—The slab at the column head 

might be designed with the steel all in the top of the slab 
running in four directions provided the slab is thick enough 
so that the concrete will not be overstressed in compression. 
In order to reduce the thickness of the slab and therefore 
save the additional cost and weight of concrete over .the 
entire floor, it is economical to place steel in the bottom of 
the slab as well as the top, and figure it as assisting the 
concrete to take compression. Since a portion of the bars 
need to extend only far enough beyond the column head to 
furnish suitable bond, the cost of this additional steel will 
be much less than the cost of an additional thickness of 
concrete over the entire slab.

To make it easy to place the concrete and also to bring 
the entire gravity of the steel as near to the surfaces of the 
slab as possible in order to give the longest moment arm, 
and thus a thinner slab, two layers of steel may be placed 
in the top of the slab and two layers in the bottom. The 
relation of the quantity in the top and bottom must be de
termined by the design. If a thin slab is desired, even 
more steel may be placed in the bottom than in the top. In 
the tables, three ratios of steel are given and the percentages 
selected are those that will give the required working 
stresses in the concrete and the steel.

The Minneapolis test already referred to shows that 
only the steel directly over the column head, but the steel 
for a considerable distance each side, takes tension. In
view of this test and of the tests made at the University of 
Illinois,t it is safe to assume that the steel may be spaced 
over a distance at least equal to the diameter of the column 
head plus three times the thickness of the slab.

The determination as to whether the diagonal' or rect
angular steel should be placed at the top is governed by the 
relative quantities of each. More steel is required for the 
diagonal direction through the slab, hence the layers which 
are largest in section may be run diagonally.

Agreement with Minneapolis Tests—By our theory it is 
possible to compute the stresses not only next to the column 
head but at any point in the slab. In several cases, know
ing the exact location of the points where the deformations 
were measured in the Minneapolis tests, we have computed 
the stresses at these points. Using 5.6 in. as the moment

>
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Depth of Steel in Compression.

Depth of Steel in Tension. 
Area of Steel in Tension.

f =
Area of Concrete above Steel.

The compression in the concrete is more diEcult t0 
check since the exact locations of the test points are 
given. Computations, however, show unquestionably 
our methods are conservative enough to allow for the 
regularities in concrete mixtures, and the danger of n° 
having perfect concrete at the critical section.

(To be continued.)

that
ir-

Calgary street railway receipts for the month of Feb ^ 
ary show an increase of almost too per cent, over the 
ceipts for the same period last year. Last year’s earnmg^ 
amounted to $19,383.21. The figure this year reaches 
total of $37,545.45.

* Certain features of flat slab reinforcement are covered 
by letters patent No. 1,003,384 of C. A. P. Turner.

t See paper on “A Test of a Flat Slab in a Reinforced 
Concrete Building,” bv Arthur R. Lord, Proceedings Na
tional Association of Cement Lasers, Vol. VII., page 182.
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AN ELECTRICAL ADDITION TO A STEAM 
PUMPING PLANT.
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the various sub-stations, etc., required before the high pres
sure current of 110,000 volts could be lowered to such pressure 
as would allow it to be employed for domestic purposes, it 
so happened that the electrical engineers selected a site on 
which to erect the north step-down sub-station, directly ad
joining the above mentioned pumping plant.

After due consideration, the waterworks engineers decided 
to increase the capacity of the high level station by installing 
electrically operated centrifugal pumps ; also to increase the 
pumping facilities to such an extent that they would be 
adequate for many years to come.

At present the addition presents the appearance indicated 
by Figures 2 and 3, which illustrate the equipment and give 
a fair idea of the undertaking.

The northern section of the city of Toronto has been the 
*cene of great residential building operations during the past
few years. At a point about three miles north of the water- 

nt the land rises abruptly to a height of one hundred and 
ly feet at places, and upon this ridge many high-class 

esidential districts have been opened.

The main pumping station is situated at the foot of John 
^trcet, almost

e work of this plant a high level station was constructed. 
ihc original

at the water’s edge, and in order to relieve

plant consisted of two pumps operated by two 
ain engines of the Corliss type ; these pumps possessed a 

Ping capacity of 7,500,000 gallons per twenty-four hours, 
n " ere installed in the year 1890.

E

1 7...

1

\

H
Fig. 5.

-V • .
Fig. 1.

Fig. 4.

1905-08 these pumps were found to be greatly 
and two compound units, one of which is illustrated 

&Ure 1, were installed, 
of the plant 
enty-four hours.

About eighteen months ago the water consumption of the 
showed the necessity of again increasing the capacity 

northern station ; this time, however, the former policy 
Sthening the steam units was abandoned.

A synchronous motor is an alternating current dynamo 
operated as a motor, and although somewhat complicated to 
start, as compared to motors of other types, runs at a per
fectly constant speed at all loads, providing that the operat
ing current does not change its factors. Synchronous motors 
are designed to operate on single-phase or polyphase circuits.

rule, however, they are confined to the single-phase 
mode of driving.

Synchronous motors are so named owing to their ability 
to operate in synchronism with the source of current supply. 
When a synchronous motor is operating without load, the 
field current may be so regulated that the current consumed 
by the motor is almost nil; its counter e.m.f. is almost suf
ficient to oppose the intake. This allows the motor to oper
ate when not loaded for short periods without seriously af
fecting the operating costs and also does away with the 
trouble of starting.

over-taXed 
by p; 
Pacity 
Per tw

The combined pumping ca- 
was then increased to 19,500,000 gallons

city
of the as a
of

Mi
When starting the motors of this type in the plant in

The currentquestion an auto-transformer is made use of. 
on the primary is under pressure of 2,200 volts ; the secondary 
is so connected that a pressure of 440 volts is used to drive 
the current through the rotor or moving portions of the 
machine, when the motor speeds up the pressure is raised 
to 880 volts, then to 1,600. When this voltage is arrived at 
the machine is running at almost full speed and another 
switch throws the transformer out and the full voltage (2,200) 
through the rotor and stator. The direct current from exciters 
at 125 volts passes through the stator during starting.

V-
->

y.x » V

iâS!
Fig. 2.

Thr
years ago the municipality voted in favor of adopt- 

ydro-electric policy. During the construction of
lnS the During the operation of starting the outlet valves of the 

pump are closed and the water churns around in the pump ;
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The term landscape art in the above connection must be 
considered in its broadest sense, embracing as it does no
onlv the things usually associated with landscape effects,

thatsuch as trees and grass, but including all the objects 
go to make up the surroundings of a city, for it is only y 
a clear understanding of the effects of each of these upon 
all the others that it is possible to arrive at any scheme °r 
improvement in the general attractiveness of a city as
whole.

There is probably no great organized movement so gen 
erally in evidence in all civilized parts of the world at t 
present time as that which has for its object the provisi0^ 
for such conditions and surroundings in our cities and town
as will increase the health and happiness of their peop

___ o the mam
it is only wltb' 

and

of course these conditions have always been among 
ideals of life to individuals of all classes, but 
in recent times that attempts have been made to analyse 
specify the things that will produce these results f°r 1 
benefit of the whole of the people, and to outline the P^ 
cesses by which we may logically expect to be able tv 
manently ensure them. The important point to keep in 101 

is that while favored individuals everywhere have been a^ 
to secure the fullest enjoyment, the present feeling is ^ 
every man, woman and child is entitled to have a share 
the good things that are provided by nature.

The surroundings of those who live in the country a 
naturally healthy, and afford many possibilities f°r en^()jc 
ment to those who have been taught how and where to ^ 
for them, the unhealthy and unsatisfying conditions of t0^ 
surrounding^ are entirely due to artificial causes that "e 
only beginning to thoroughly understand, and which can 
remedied.

The subject of city design, by means of which we 
to be able to reach our object, is so complex that it is 
cult to take a definite line for discussion, and not 
drawn away from it ; at present the various branches of w 
that must be considered in detail in defining schernes^^ 
general city improvements are comprised under the

■

Saska'
* Paper read before Arts and Literature Society, 

toon, on Jan. 26th, 1912.

? V V
0

5

Fig. 3.

These pumps are eight in number, four having a capacity 
of six and a half million gallons and the balance a capacity

The combined capacity of theof ten million gallons each.
addition is sixty-six million gallons per twenty-four 

When the units are completed the capacity of the
new 
hours.
combined electrical and steam units will be 85,000,000
gallons.

The switch-board, seen in the rear of Figure 3 and in 
Figure 5, has control of the entire mechanism, including the 
opening and closing of the gate valves ; motors of one horse

being geared to the various valves and water controls.power
Means of operating these by hand have also been provided, 
as shown by the large valve wheels in some of the cuts,

particularly in Figure 5, which illustrates one of these units. 
The valve wheel for this pump is between twenty-four and 
thirty inches across.

The motive power which drives the pumps is supplied 
by induct’on and synchronous motors, each of five hundred 
horse-power. The design has been so prepared that the in
duction motors occupy the south half of the building and the 
synchronous motors the northern portion, 
the pumps, however, is no"t similar ; the six and a half million

The division of

cu

LANDSCAPE ART AND CITY DESIGN.*

By Malcolm N. Ross, Park Superintendent, Regina.

units being- placed in the western half, while the ten million 
gallon units occupy the eastern side of the new wing. R 
will be readily seen that this division of pumps and motors 
provides that the pumps of the lesser capacity are driven by

This is also

when the motor is operating across the high tension mains 
the outlet valve is opened and the unit is in operation. For 
a steady operation during a fluctuation in the pumping the 
synchronous motor is very desirable.

The induction motors are started by the operating current 
under full pressure (2,200 volts) but their operation is very 
unsteady and disturbs the step-down station to a more or 
less extent.

two induction and two synchronous motors, 
the case with the ten million gallon units.

Two exciter sets have been placed on the main floor just 
forward of the switchboard platform ; the motors furnishing 
current to the fields of the large pumping motors have an 
output of 33,000 watts.

Woodwork about the building has been used very spar
ingly, being confined almost entirely to the window frames 
and doors. The intake and discharge mains within the build
ing are housed beneath the floor in concrete partitions ; the 

supports for the pumping units elevate the machines 
ten feet above the lower floor level. A large traveling crane 
has been installed to facilitate the placing of the huge cast
ings and other parts, also to simplify any future changes or 
additions that should arise, the crane clears the switch-board 
platform by nine feet and the platform is eight feet above 
the main floor level.

concrete
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Town Planning-.” Speaking roughly they include pro- 
l°n for sanitary drainage, means of communication (roads 

®nd car lines), suitable buildings, spaces for recreation and 
®. suPply of those conveniences such as water and light, 
lch -we have come to regard as a matter of course, though 

occasionally such ideas are rudely dispelled, even in such 
Cltles as New York and parts of London.

Unfortunately enthusiasts
ails of city conditions, have taken them up and magnified 

, eir importance out of all proportion to the relations they 
°uld bear to other phases, and have attempted to force regu- 

th10nS aiK* ™Pr0vements f°r one particular purpose only, with 
e inevitable result that many persons are now inclined to be 

jTcjudiced as soon as the term town planning is brought up. 
^mention this because I find that it is a common practice 
0 talk about “beautifying the city” as if it were something 

Parate and apart from all other branches of municipal pro- 
CSs ; something to be tacked on, to conceal or offset the 
fv fhat must be carried out, and which they think must 

ecessarily be ugly.

°n Un<^erstan'dtng' °f the matter is this, that the effect 
11 the g'eneral appearance of any city depends chiefly on the 

^ CUracy and efficiency with which any construction work is 
en 6 ^0t only must the design or plan of the architect or

EPneer be exactly suited to the work in hand, but the 
CQ Ua' W0Tkmanship must be equally as good in its way ; 
co Parc> tor example, the general effect of the electric car 
desi!rUCt^°n worh 0n Albert Street, where we have carefully 
a kned and accurately placed posts and wires, with the 
nr °arance of streets in other cities where crooked, and dis- 
o°Portioned "'ood poles are used, placed at any angle and 
n‘y in 

artistic

certain phases, or oftenon

an approximate line ; there is nothing beautiful or 
about the iron poles, but they are correctly designed 
Purpose for which they are intended, and can only 
annoying by their constant recurrence, which entails

for the
bec-onae 
m°notony.

sUrr S 1 matter of fact, so far as we are influenced by our 
bott°Un<^n^S’ f*1*5 very P°int °f monotony is probably at the 
' °m °f the situation in the modern town. An object may 
lessPer^eCt *n design and composition, but a seemingly end- 
NotL nuinber of reproductions would soon become offensive, 
str • can be more monotonous than the ordinary long 
tho/U roads in our new cities, and all we can say about 
tbat^ti!11 older cities where they are lined with trees is 

ey are less monotonous than those along which there 
n° trees. Contrast and variety are essential in obtain- 

oontr'n38*11^ results over a large area, and these constitute 
tiCai]° lng ^eatures in all good modern plans and in prac- 
aparty a" of the older cities noted to-day for their attractions 

r°m historical or other such interests.

t-S-
attract ’
vide an<' to hold those who come to them they must pro- 
fttiildcf^86 things that people want, and those cities whose 

likS,Can foresee most clearly what these things are and 
beC0ltl y t0 be, and to make full provision for them, will 

p be most prosperous and famous as time goes on.
are js ^‘^ly tlle best way to determine what these things 
fhe Past toake mental survey of the progress of cities in
ar>d to fan<l th present to as great an extent as we can, 
<*‘vi<fuals°L*°W up lbe stages through which successful in- 
1101 assu aVe l>asS€d in their search for enjoyment. While 
Such a j ln81 that I have reached a correct conclusion on 
t*lat the‘ I]®:C. matter, I venture to say that my impression is, 
!? Securc( ej!lre fbe great majority of civilized persons is 

. e greatest amount of personal comfort while at 
n'p they can surround themselves with the beavti-

bc

are
ing

always have attracted and will continue to attract 
the country, and they will continue to increase 

but in order that individual cities may continue to

are

thc Sam

ful things provided by nature and art, and the more we ex
amine the lives of men who have become wealthy and so have 
secured what they desire, the stronger must such a conclu
sion become, and it seems to hold good in almost all parts 
of the world, and being so general in so many nationalities 
I think we may safely accept it as a guide. If we do, then 
we must decide that the plan on which we must develop our 
cities is one which will supply the desired comforts and at 
the same time provide the greatest possibilities for enjoy
ment to be derived from beautiful surroundings, both arti
ficial and natural.

One of the most significant points in connection with 
modern town planning is that it is being increasingly guided 
and developed by landscape architects or in accordance with 
plans drawn up by them, and the time is almost passed when 
the engineer or the architect will be employed to design 
large construction works to be ornamented and relieved at 

„some later date by the landscape designer, for he is now, 
and will be more in the future, called upon to work conjointly 
with men of the former profession and his judgment will be 
considered as having equal, and often controlling, weight, 
as compared with theirs whenever it is desired to produce 
the best results, both when individual houses and compre
hensive schemes for town development are considered ; in 

. fact as far as I am aware practically all the large schemes 
for remodeling cities in the United States and to a great 
extent in Europe are in the hands of landscape architects 
at the present time.

The present rectangular plan of the American and Can
adian cities is uneconomical and unsatisfying. However, so 
far as it exists it must be accepted and methods devised for 
modifiyng as far as possible its most objectionable features. 
Almost everyone realizes it. There is sufficient information 
to hand to enable practical steps to be taken to remedy the 
objectionable features, and there can be no question that 
Regina must necessarily take steps to keep up with work of 
this kind that is being done in practically every city of any 
importance, and I cannot imagine any more desirable field 
for investigation and debate than this. In connection with 
this I should like to read some extracts which seem to me 
to be peculiarly fitting and accurate and to which con
siderable weight may be attached, coming as they do from 
an address made by such a man as Charles W. Elliott, Pre
sident Emeritus of Harvard University : “I suppose the rec
tangular lay-out of a city without diagonal or radial avenues 
is the stupidest thing the American people has done on a 
large scale and under different natural conditions. Yet to-day 
city planning must take account o£ these adverse condi
tions.”

Later on in the same address we find his conclusions as 
derived from the evidence prepared by counsel for Harvard 
for the tax commissioners: “The best existing test of the 
quality of a city or town as a place to live in is the pro
portion of exempted territory to unexempted. All open 
spaces such as parks, public gardens, playgrounds, or water 
areas, schools, colleges, etc., promote the general health of 
the citizens and give them pleasure.” It is not that engi
neers who have laid out these cities are individually less 
appreciative of beautiful surroundings than other people, 
but their training and bent of mind is almost exclusively 
mechanical and mathematical and their operations are car
ried out almost entirely according to the standard that at 
the particular moment is considered to be the most mechani
cally efficient, and they frequently are unable or else refuse 
to recognize, that a plan which may be mathematically accu
rate on paper or when staked off on the ground may produce 
a composition which will be anything but satisfactory as far 
as its general appearance is concerned when it is completed 
and seen in thc mass.

March 28, THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 4571^12.
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city to live and in doing- so he has demanded to be 
runded by beautiful objects both natural and artificial, har
moniously arranged, and we find public buildings, parks 
and gardens designed on a general system, which combine 
to form a beautiful picture in such a way as we are seldom 
able to find in England.

The great difficulty here in formulating any plans for 
improvements is to overcome the opposition of the practi
cal’1 man, the man who prides himself that he is above all 
such petty matters as those which we have been consider
ing ; his imagination as far as real estate values are 
cerned seems to be unlimited, but it all seems to have to 
run to that line of thought. I suppose the persons who have 

destroy the boulevard on Victoria

sur-

con-

In the United States we find the improvement of the 
large cities being taken up in a comprehensive manner, and 
while there are a few isolated cases where private individuals 
are going to enormous expense to lay out magnificent 
grounds and parks it is not thought probable that they will 
ever be so generally distributed or on such a scale as 'n 
England, owing to the uncertainty of ownership due to the 
absence of any laws of entail ; educated people must and 
will have these things, and the consequence is that most of 
the cities are now developing large schemes for th'eir general 
improvement. The result will be that while England must 
remain the country of beautiful private places, the United

country where the most enjoyable 
cities for the average man are to be found ; in the one 
the landscape work is limited mostly to landscape garden
ing, in the other it is extended to the application of the 
science and art of landscape architecture over the whole area

control of

recently proposed to
would consider themselves eminently practical in- 

therefore complain if they are asked
Avenue
dividuals, they cannot 
to give an answer to the practical question as to what, 
having proceeded to destroy, for all time, the existing possi- 

which should make the avenue dis-bilities for a treatment 
tinctive and attractive, they would propose to substitute to 
the people of the city to replace these advantages.

should spend lavish 
purely ornamental parks and surroundings while

water and

No sane man will pretend that we
sums on

is urgently needed for such essentials asmoney
roads, but the danger is that having spent our money on 
these things and having provided all the means whereby 
population may be attracted and money made, and having 
later obtained both, we may then be disappointed to find 
that there is something missing, and that it is the very 
thing that we have been unconsciously striving and fighting 
for all our lives. Is it not time to realize this and to take _ 

active measures to ensure that we and others coming 
after us will not be so disappointed.

We must get away from the idea that interminable paved 
and concrete sidewalks, accompanied by equally in

states will become the
case

of public property, and where necessary to the 
private enterprise where it may affect the public interests.

some

Remarks by Mr. W. R. 0. Wynne Roberts, M.lnst. C.E.
streets
terminable grass strips and rows of trees spaced at equal 
distances from each and other, varied by an occasional open 
space in which are a few flowers and shrubs will constitute 
a satisfactory place to live in, they never can ;

originality, variety and change, and get away from the 
idea of uniformity in every thing, uniformity be-

who hadRegina may be congratulated, for the persons 
the original laying out of the city, had great foresight 111 
dividing it into residential and commercial sections, Pr^

the other hand the idea s 
conform w*tb

we must have
viding wide streèts, etc.
they then had and some now cherish do not 
those of the present day. Ideals, like everything human- 
change with time. When Sir Titus Salt built Saltaire in 
Yorkshire, the arrangement and conception was highly com 
mended, but to-day they are considered as antiquated an 
unsatisfactory. When Montreal was in the early stages 
development, there was an excellent opportunity for an 
city, but unfortunately despite the favorable local conditions. 
Montreal has been built in the usual haphazard way to th®

caused

But on
more
present
comes only another name for monotony when it is carried 
out far enough and is used as a very convenient catch word 
for those who wish to avoid too much work and thought, 
as it is manifestly more trouble to make plans showing con
stant variety and change than it is to have one or two stock 
plans that will with few modifications be applied under all

of
ideal

conditions.
Variety will certainly entail a great deal more thought 

and work and exercise of imagination, but in no other
I particularly em-

regret of its citizens. The destruction which was 
during one of the revolutions in Paris gave Napoleon an °P
portunity to build the boulevards and provide the magnifice

When
reach a better condition.way can we

phasize the use of imagination, as it has been the neglect of 
its use that has brought about the present condition of af
fairs in most new cities; and it will require the utmost ex
ercise of our imagination if we are going to decide correctly 
what individual characteristics Regina has or should have

open spaces which make Paris famous among cities. 
London was almost burnt about three centuries ago,

but the
mas5Christopher Wren advocated building wide avenues, 

opportunity was lost and London is now a depressing 
of bricks and mortar with scarcely a redeeming feature 
far as landscape art is concerned. Sixty pears ago the the^ 
city engineer of Liverpool recommended the construction

180 feet wide and 6% miles long round the town
irre-

■ and then develop our plans to permanently define these. At 
present we seem to be simply copying the same system as 
is being employed in other towns regardless of the peculiar 
conditions of either Regina or the other places.

of

an avenue
It was not adopted, and it is now considered to be an 
parable loss to the city. It will now cost more to widen 
40-feet street to 70 feet for one mile than it would have c 
to build the whole avenue.

England is generally considered to be the country in 
which the best examples of purely landscape effects are to 
be found, and there is certainly no other country where land
scape gardening has been carried out to so great an extent. 
But in looking for specific examples of good composition 
and design we do not find them in the public grounds ex
cept to a very limited extent. We are obliged to go to pri
vate places, many of which however are open to the public 
at stated times.

trail griev°u* 
am°un

Those lost opportunities bring in their 
disadvantages. London is willing to spend any 
to rectify the errors of the past. Leeds has now to Pa/ $ 
tax equal to six mills in the dollar to pay for the ormsS1 
of the past.

The very opposite condition exists in 
Europe, and although in certain instances we find some of 
the classic examples of certain schools of landscape archi
tecture owned by private individuals it is to the cities that 
we must go to see it applied on a large scale, 
probably due to the fact that from one cause and another 
the educated and wealthy man in Europe has gone to the

id-In the West where towns and cities grow with such raP . 
ity there is no excuse for ignoring the lessons to be Je 
from the experience of older cities. There is danger 
these lessons are not appreciated by the general public, 
it may possibly be that in the near future some of our 
will find it necessary to adopt remedial measures.

that
and

This is cities



Unit costs are, in a way, tike strong drink, harmless 
used with judgment and prudence, but likely to bring 

se and anguish where employed promiscuously. Rare 
taknted, indeed, is the 

judgment and intuitive sense to know when, where

where 
rentor 
and 
e»ce,
cost k°W to Pr°perly modify any tables or statements of unit 
Whil' t0 meet t*le Peculiar conditions of each individual case. 
struce ^e figures given in this paper are all taken from 
WritejjlreS eTectec* during the past two years under the 
ditj0 s su,Pervisicn, the wide range of territory, local con- 
varionS’ a?d different seasons of the year under which the 
to r *S ^'eces of work have been executed is so great as
erai ' Pr the information given of value only in a very gen- 

1 Way.

who possesses the experi-man

Asc°ucretea
tactory

,t reinforced 
suitable for

neral proposition, we have found 
the lowest priced fireproof mate)

construction, and while it is true that its first cost
than fineTally 1-1111 from five Per cent, to 20 per cent, higher 
6ral 'n St'C^ass mill construction, we have recently had sev- 
Concr tanCes where, with lumber at a high price, reinforced 
is es c has worked out cheaper than brick and timber. It 
loads eCla^y adapted to heavy construction and for heavy 
' s 2°o pounds per square foot and over where the 
,arp eighteen to twentv-foot centres not even timber 
c°uipete

Mil

sPan

with it.
* Pr

l'°na] PSented at the eighth annual convention of the Na- 
^arisac *f°c’ation of Cement Users, March u-16, 1912, 

A Clty, Mo.
tL°ckw

°°d Greene & Co., Boston, Mass.

Take another view of a city expansion. Nature as you 
ad know abhors corners, it is only in crystals we see any- 
thing approaching squares and angles. Nature builds up 
graceful curves, and even the most desolate places can show 
something of beauty, 
some idea it is usually reduced to straight lines, possibly 

ecause it is easier simpler and perhaps cheaper. Man
kind

When man endeavors to carry out

nevertheless delights in relief, yet straight lines and 
squares do not afford it. Streets of houses and villas built 
to Plans of uniformity, even by the most capable architect 
°r engineer fail to impress you. What then will afford 
relief? Carefully thought out plans of landscape design 

a relaxation of the rigid and uniform straight lines and 
squares will contribute to that end. Encourage the planting 
°f a variety of trees, laying out of boulevards, which will 
so°n be the pride of the city, relieve the flatness of the
Prairie by sweeping crescents, beautify the open spaces and 
ador

and

n the avenues with stately buildings.
Winnipeg already finds that laying out of the city is not 

at it should be, and a commission has been appointed to 
consider the best way to provide radial and circular roads, 

suspect that when Regina grows into the country around, it 
' found that the street lines between the suburbs and 
e central business parts will be too tortuous, and that new 
®nues will be necessary. Provide these in the early stages 

he city’s expansion and the city will be made more beau- 
, u • It is most desirable. Regulate the buildings, prevent 

e creation of slums, and encourage everything that will 
to the artistic as well as utilitarian developments of alead

city.

^NJT COSTS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE FOR 

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS.*

By Chester S. Allen.t

The unit costs of projected or completed buildings are 
commonly figured, either as so much per cubic foot or so 
much per square foot of area occupied. Table I. gives the 
unit costs, both on the square foot and the cubic foot basis, 
together with a general description, of a number of rein
forced concrete industrial buildings of different types erect
ed during the past two years, 
examination of this table that the average cost per square

It will be seen from an

foot of these buildings, excluding the one-story structures, 
was $1.12, while the average cost per cubic foot was 8.7 

The one-story structures both had reinforced concents.
Crete sawtooth roofs and the average cost per square foot

$1.77, while 8.5 cents was the average cost per cubic 
The above costs are for the finished buildings, in-

was
foot.
eluding plumbing, but do not embody heating, lighting,

The cost perelevators, sprinklers, and power equipment, 
square foot of floor area was obtained by dividing the cost 
of the building by the total number of square feet of floor 
area exclusive of roof area, but including basement floors
and the cost per cubic foot by dividing the cubical contents 
into the cost of the structure.

While no coal pockets are included in Table I., it has 
been our experience that above 3,000 tons capacity reinforced 

elevator coal pockets cost from $5-50 to $7.50 per 
Standpipes, exclusive of the foundations, 

from 2% to 3 cents per gallon of capacity.

concrete 
ton of capacity, 
average

On much of the reinforced concrete work which has been
done under our supervision it has been possible, owing to 
the contract being either on a percentage or cost plus a fixed 
sum basis, for us to obtain quite accurate and comprehensive 

This data, of-course, is only of particular valuecost data.
where all the local color of each specific case is known,
but the average results are at least interesting.

The average unit cost of the 1 =2:4 concrete in the floors 
including the beams, girders, and slabs was $6.10 per cubic 
yard, and for the columns $6.70 per cubic yard.
1:1% 13 mixture was used for the columns the average cost

This cost was made up of the

Where

$7.60 per cubic yard.was
items of cement, sand, stone or gravel, labor, and plant. 
The cement, of course, varied greatly with the demand, but

$1.35 per barrel including three 
The sand averaged 80 cents per cubic yard

The cost of

the average net cost was
cents for tests.
and the crushed stone $1.25 per cubic yard, 
labor of unloading the materials and mixing and placing 
the concrete varied from 65 cents to $2.90 per cubic yard. 
The cost of plant, consisting of freight, depreciation or 
rental of mixing and hoisting towers, erection of same, 

and coal, and losses and waste on the small toolspower
ranged from 50 cents to $150 per cubic yard of concrete
placed.

Next to the proper design of the structural features of 
building the economical design of the form work 

The truth of this statement
a concrete
is of paramount importance, 
is borne out by the fact that on the average job the cost of 
the forms amounts to about one-third the cost of the entire 

On the buildings under consideration the aver-structure. 
age cost
ders, and slabs, was 10 cents per square foot, and for the 
columns 13 cents per square foot, 
a building of the so-called “mushroom’’ or flat slab type of 
construction where, by the intelligent use of corrugated iron 
for the slab forms, the cost of the floor forms, including

of the forms for the floors, including beams, gir-

The lowest cost was in
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tile, the writer’s experience with them has been rather 
fortunate on account of their extreme porosity.

un
wall beams, was 7 cents per square foot, and the highest 
cost was for an artistic, but not elaborate, overhanging cor
nice on a 12-storv building, which was 32 cents per square 
foot. This last item rather forcibly demonstrates that any 

architectural development is very apt to be a

the buildings have demandedWhere the location of 
special treatment of the exposed surfaces, we have generally

The aver-' specified rubbing with a block of carborundum.
cost of this work has been 4 cents per square foot, 
instances portions of the structure have been bush ham'

attempt at 
costly proposition. In

age
two
mered with a resulting average cost of 7 cents per square

The cost of the labor of making, erecting and stripping 
the forms varied according to the price of lumber, design 
of the structure, method of forming, character of the super
vision and the skill of the workmen from 4M to 12 cents per 
square foot.
the square feet of forms, averaged from 2% to 4M cents 
per square foot.

The cost of bending and placing the reinforcing steel, 
including the necessary wire, average $10 per ton. the 
range being from $5-75 Per ton to $17.20 per ton.

foot.
foundation of severalConcrete piles were used on the 

of the buildings, and'the average cost of the piles was $'-15The cost of lumber, nails and oil, divided by
per linear foot.

The most common methods of waterproofing concrete 
structures are by the introduction of foreign ingredients 
into the concrete, by the application of a compound to th 
concrete surface, by the use of paper or felt waterproofing^ 

by accurately grading and proportioning the aggregatand
and the cement.

Granolithic floor finish 1%-inch thick, when laid before 
the concrete below it had set so as to form one homogeneous 

the average of 4M cents per square foot. When 
after the rough concrete slab the cost averaged 7

foot.

Where an addition of hydrated lime in the proportions
used

has been
■ slab, cost on 
put on
cents per square

Inasmuch as the only economical design of a reinforced 
concrete structure is one which closely resembles that of the 
steel skeleton type, the relative cost of the various materials 
commonly used for curtain walls under the windows, may be 
of interest. The writer has used brick, vitrified tile, concrete 
blocks, cast concrete slabs and solid concrete walls for this

of 10 per cent, to the weight of the cement has been 
the added cost to a cubic yard of 1:2:4 concrete 
50 cents. Patented compounds similar to Hydrolithic 
ment have cost from 25 to 35 cents per square foot of su* 
face covered. On horizontal or inclined surfaces we haVe 
sometimes used a granolithic surface of rich mortar of P° 
land cement and sand, or Portland cement and screening* 
in the proportions of 1:1 laid at the same time as the bas 
and troweled as in side walls construction. The cost of 1 
work has been about 5 cents per square foot.

ce-

purpose.

rein'
eful

The most common type of curtain wall has been either 
an 8-inch or 12-inch brick wall resting on the concrete wall 
beam. The average cost of these walls has been 45 cents 
per square foot, 
between the 8-inch and the 12-inch brick curtain wall, as 
the saving in material is offset by the great amount of extra 
labor in culling and laying the thinner wall.

An excellent and inexpensive spandrel wall is construct
ed by using 8-in. by 12-in. by 18-in. vitrified tile. This is a 
non-absorbent wall, and when properly laid in cement mortar 
makes a tight weather-proof curtain wall. The cost of this 
wall averages about 25 cents per square foot, 
is plastered both sides, the cost is about 38 cents per square 
foot.

Taken as a whole, the lowest possible cost on a 
forced concrete building can be obtained only by a car 
study of each particular case to determine the cheapest tyP 
of construction and most economical spacing of column 
As a general proposition, we have found that for light l°a 
with ordinary beam and girder construction the 1110 
economical spacing of columns has been 18 feet each "'ay 
and for flat slab construction 20 feet each way. For hea 
loads, such as 300 pounds per square foot and over, if ^a*

There is practically no difference in cost

been our experience that the cheapest column spacing 
beam and girder construction is 15 feet by 15 feet, and 
flat slab construction 17 feet by 17 feet. In arriving at 
most economical layout it is always well to bear in ® 
that the construction which allows the greatest simpllC\_ 
of form units together with the maximum number of repe

cheap'

If the tile ind

Where 8-inch concrete curtàin walls were cast in place 
after the skeleton frame was completed, the average cost 
was 40 cents per square foot, and when poured simultane
ously with the columns 48 cents per square foot. Four-inch 
cast concrete slabs cost about 35 cents per square foot.

While concrete blocks make a very cheap and light cur
tain wall, the price being about the same as for the 8-inch

tions of same is invariably the one that will work out 
est in the end. The fact that the actual amount of concret

thanor steel required for a certain floor construction is less 
that required in another by no means implies that t- 
actually the cheapest floor construction, as the unit labor 
the form work may easily have been increased out °f 
proportion

all

Total cost
per Per' 

cu. ft- 
$o.o9 

0-07 
0.077 
o.12 
O 07.1 
o. to 
0-07
o.r°
0-0-7

V
Type, of 

construction.
Beam 
Beam .
Flat slab 
Flat slab 
Beam and girder 
Beam and girder 
Sawtooth skylight 
Sawtooth skylight 
Flat slab

Column
spacing.

10' o" x 24' o" 
1 o' 8" x 25' o' 
17' o" x 2o' o' 
17' 6" x 20' o' 
22' o' x 25' o" 
18' 6' x 18' 6' 
13' o" x 21' 4" 
20' o' x 20' o' 
18' o' X 2o’ o' 

19' o' 
19' 3' x 25' o'

Dimen
sions. 

120' x 50' 
550' x 129'

Live load 
lbs per sq. ft.

Type of 
building. 

Machine shop . - 
Cotton mill

No. Story 
stories. ht.

12' o' 
16' o" 
12' 6"
I2Z 6"
14' o' 
16' o'

sq. ft. 
$i-i7150

.9875
1.09 
1.50 
1.09 
1-55 
1.79

150
Weaving mill .. 
Knitting mill ..
F actory ..........
Weave shed .... 
Machine shop .. 
Store house

140' x 60' 
220' x 75' 
223' x 56' 
341' x 231' 
220' x 100'
181' X 56'

150
125

300 and 10002
125t

1-75 
i IS

1
14' 6'4 150

Beam and girder 0.85580' x 109' 12' o'Store house .... 
Store house .... 
Store house

25010
0.76
1 04Flat slab 16' o' x 16' 8"256' x too' 8' o' 15012

IO
 tn 

10
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^be Canadian Engineer ROAD-OILING BY MOTOR-TRUCK.

The motor-truck has evidently come to stay. Its 
uses are constantly increasing. One of the interesting 
conditions under which motor-trucks have been used 
successfully is in the spreading of oil and binder for 
roads. In a recent report on the macadam roads of 
Jackson county, Montana, details regarding the methods 
and costs of treating the macadam roads during the year 
1911 are given. The facts recorded are of interest to 
the municipal and highway engineer as instancing the 
efficiency to which the motor-truck has arrived. The 
macadam was thoroughly swept with a rotary street 
broom hitched to a motor-truck, after which the one side 
of the road, including the dirt, was oiled and immediately 
spread with fine grit or dust screenings. After an in
terval of three days the other side was oiled. In some 
instances the length of the haul was fifteen miles, the 
oil being delivered in tanks on side tracks at the railroad 
station, from which it was pumped into the motor-truck 
tank. The dust was all hauled by motor also. Oil was 
applied to over 150 miles of road during the year, having 
an aggregate area of nearly six and a half million square 
yards. The actual cost, not including the first cost of 
the motor-trucks, was about seven-tenths cent per square 
yard. This cost includes oil, labor, surfacing dust, 
freight, chauffeurs, repairs to trucks, storage and gaso
line for operating. It would appear that the field for the 
use of motor-trucks is constantly increasing, particularly 
with regard to municipal operations. No doubt in the 
future there will be widespread use on road-making, 
oiling, street-cleaning, and the many other phases of 
city work.
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NORTHERN ONTARIO.
Vol. 22. Toronto, canada, mar. 28, 1912. No. 13 The report on the natural resources and trade pros

pects of Northern Ontario, issued by the Toronto Board 
of Trade last week, is another vivid reminder of the 
pioneering work in Canada yet to be accomplished. 
There are 20,000,000 acres of good agricultural land to 
be settled in that region alone. Then we have the Peace 
River district ; the new portions of Manitoba, Ontario 
and Quebec, given under the recent boundary agreement ; 
large sections of British Columbia and Saskatchewan. 
When past achievements are considered, they are almost 
overshadowed by thoughts of the great areas still to be 
settled and cultivated. This is work for both the present 
and future generations.

The report on Ontario’s Northland presents an idea 
of the natural resources and of the trade prospects of 
that country, and it was thought well to quote certain 
statistics relating to Canada as a whole and others 
showing Old Ontario’s contribution. In this way it is 
possible to judge what Ontario has accomplished with 
only the lower portion of the province developed and 
cultivated. On that basis, and in view of the great 
natural wealth of the Northland, one is able to realize 
to some extent the great agricultural and industrial pos
sibilities which exist there and the consequent oppor
tunities for trade.

Emphasis has been placed in the report upon the 
necessity for the settlement of the land for agricultural 
purposes. This is done without wishing to minimize the 
immense importance to Canada of the mining industry. 
The point which it is desired to make is that to a large 
degree the business of towns depending for their exist
ence on mining camps must necessarily be to some extent 
of a temporary nature. On the other hand, those com
munities backed by extensive agricultural areas, well 
settled and well tilled, possess a permanent basis.
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he i*1
T ronto’ new trunk sewer system will soon ^ 

operation. A that remains to be done is the insta 
of the pumps at the sewage disposal works and the 
pletion of the high-level intercepting sewer. This ^ 
be one step towards the freeing of the water supp.’ 
Toronto from contamination and the improvemeh 
Toronto Bay, as the sewage effluent after _Pa= 
through the disposal works will be discharged in tj,er 
lake below the city. It is a question, however, by
it will not be necessary to complete the purificatio 
chlorinating the effluent before discharge.

Saskatch6;
There is a bill before the Legislature of. 
for the protection of persons employed in the gS a 

struction of buildings. This has been brought w . ;n 
result of the many accidents to workmen eng ,ation5 
the building trades. The bill recites certain regu ;flr 
which will apply in the erection, alteration, rep^t’acci' 
provement or demolition of any building to Pre^,e r0of' 
dent. The measure authorizes the Lieutenant-Go ^flt5 
in-Council to appoint inspectors to enforce its enac 
in any part of the province. This bill, if ca» 1 !<V tfre 
do much towards lessening the accident list

cof'
wan

Province.

'nA peculiar condition of affairs has arisen u 
York as a result of an order of the Supreme Cou $ty 
stating Mr. James G. Collins as head of New the
Highway Bureau. Mr. Collins was deposed tr 
Bureau of Highways eight years ago and a sU t lit»' 
appointed. Since that time there has been cons- yofL 
gation between Mr. Collins and the city of rjgllt
with the final judgment of re-instatement with afS-
to collect salary and interest for the past eig^
The extraordinary feature of the case is that ^ 
of the Bureau of Highways no longer exists, ha ^ b^' 
abolished a year or so ago, so that Mr. Collins 
reinstated to a position which does not exist.

TAR TREATMENT FOR ROADS.

There has been a good deal of discussion among 
engineers concerning the advantages to be gained by 
use of tar as a coating for macadam road surfaces, 
consensus of opinion is that tar treatment is justi ’ 
although there has been very little evidence from 
gineers showing the efficiency of the method as to cos 

The City Engineer of Bristol, acting under instruc
tions from the Council, has made an investigation 
determine the results of the tar treatment on macada 
road surfaces, and has prepared a statement showing 
the cost of road maintenance each year since the 
spraying was adopted. The report appears in this 
of The Canadian Engineer, and shows conclusively ™ 
tar treatment under certain conditions is amply îust‘. - 
On well-laid macadam with light traffic and medi

secured. While little ac 
result of the treatmen j

eVef
little

The

grades excellent results were 
saving in cost was shown as a 
still the dust nuisance has practically disappeared 
the streets and roads generally are cleaner than 
before. The City Engineer states that there is 
question that there has been considerable saving, 
though it is hard to put it in figures.

a1'

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

be sum-The principal points of the report may 
marized as follows :—

The railroad mileage, finished and under construc
tion, is sufficient to induce a large agricultural settle- 

The outlook for further railroad construction is 
good. With the completion of the Grand Trunk Pacific 
and the proposed Canadian Northern Port Arthur to 
Montreal branch, the railroad steel will run through the 
northern and the southern borders of the great clay belt, 
while the Ontario Government railroad connects Toronto 
and Old Ontario with these developments.

With the continued production of silver in the 
Cobalt region, there appears to be an opening for a local 
smelting industry, which would be largely assisted by 
the adequate water powers in the immediate neighbor
hood.

ment.

The timber wealth of Northern Ontario is the basis 
of new industrial development. Not only have the total 
exports of pulp and paper by the United States de
creased, but the imports into that country have largely 
increased, and notably those from Canada. The possi
bilities of pulp and paper manufacture in the north 

such as would seem to demand aggressive action 
with a view to exploiting the timber resources in that 
direction.

are

In view of these considerations, the provincial regu
lation prohibiting the export of spruce and other woods 
suitable for pulp, cut on Crown lands, seems amply 
justified. An analysis of the timber situation in Northern 
Ontario reveals a need for capital for the development 
of these resources. Up to the present the capitalists who 
have interested themselves in this industry have chiefly 
confined thetir attention to Quebec province. The North
land offers investments equally as good as those of the 
neighboring province. The desirability of reduced tim
ber dues may be discussed in this connection.

The wooded condition of the large land areas makes 
adequate fire protection of towns and forest lands im
perative.

The available water powers of Northern Ontario 
nique, being found among the pine and hardwood 

forests, and in many cases contiguous to mineral de
posits. The raw material and the power for their manu
facture are thus side by side. They are the basis of 
much possible industrial development.

The 20,000,000 acres of agricultural lands offer 
great inducements to the prospective settler. Land 
be taken up within a reasonable distance of railroad 
facilities and a town. The markets await the produce of 
the farm-to-be. The land is well timbered, and, while 
it has to be cleared, offers an unlimited supply of fuel 
and gives the settler an immediate merchantable asset in 
the shape of pulpwood.

Considerable assistance is required from the pro
vincial government in cutting roads in the agricultural 
regions where it is desired to settle. It appears unfair 
to place almost the entire burden of this work upon the 
incoming settler himself. Only two government roads 

the last 114 miles of the government railway.
It might prove desirable to consider the appointment 

of a Northern Ontario colonization commission, whose 
duty would be -to handle the entire question of the agri
cultural settlement of the Northland. The membership 
of the commission would naturally include representa
tives of the various provincial government departments 

interested individually in this matter.
The importance of good roads in the Northern bush 

cannot be over-estimated. That and similar

are u

can

cross

now

country
assistance to the incoming settler is an imperative duty 
on the part of the Ontario provincial government.
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the STORAGE of PORTLAND CEMENT.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 4631912.

si-fiment coarse, compacted gravel or broken s;one fill to 
bring- the floor level a foot above the surrounding ground. 
Slope the surface of the floor toward the door, 
story building, a 6-inch reinforced wall is strong enough. 
With a reinforced concrete roof, the cement will be protected 
from all possible danger of dampness.

Since Portland cement weighs practically too pounds 
per cubic foot, the beams of the floors elevated above ground 
must be heavy and be supported at frequent intervals by 

concrete piers. If window openings are necessary, 
do not use sash. A strong door hinged at the top 
and capable of being fastened on the inside is 
much better for keeping out dampness. Often the 
building has a solid or skeleton lining on the in
side, for reasons given under directions for storing 
cement. It should be well sway-braced on the in
side to prevent springing of cracks or bulging.

The size of the house is dependent upon the 
extent and character of the dealer’s trade, 
average carload of Portland cement contains about 
175 to 200 barrels of four bags each. In determin
ing the necessary size of the cement sheds, con
sider that each bag of cement stored will occupy 
one cubic foot.

Portland cement is easily affected by moisture. It is 
Purposely made so ; for, combined with water and other 
substances, it forms the best of all building materials— 
Cverlasting concrete. But moisture must be kept away from 
cetoent Until it is needed for actual 
Cement 
absol

For a one-

This means that
must be stored in places which are and can be kept 

utely dry. Upon the proper storage of cement are de

use.

I Sfêâaao
- -vv\'>*-j

' - k JL, /pÿj-P

» - -
te

An

' .JH
-i.gr.

Do not build too small. There
is an increasing demand everywhere for Portland 
cement and the trade of local dealers is far sur
passing expectations.

The character of trade has much to do with

* >■ vU.V.i

.....

v;.-.; n;; ;
fixing the size of the storage house. Especially 
dealers who supply contractors should have suffic

ient room to keep every shipment separate ; for cement used 
by contractors and builders must often pass a seven or 
twenty-eight-day test before being used. Moreover, every 
cement storage house should be large enough to have aisles 
between the piles of various shipments, so that cement may 
be removed from storage in the same rotation as it was put

Cement

Pend
°n the Work Piled Properly on Wooden Platform.

,ent the reputation of the contractor or builder, the trade 
e local dealer, and the satisfaction of the user.

of

Temporary sheds
c°unt of
contra
Portland
j,rUcti
weath, 
tractors
°flUtSide 
floor

for Contractors and Builders__On ac-
the quantity which they keep on hand, dealers and 

ctors often build special houses for the storage of
in.

Storage for Users of Cement.—Many users of Portland
cement. Almost any material will do for the con- 

°n provided it will shed water and will remain 
er-proof.

cement need to store it only for the short intervals between 
the time of hauling it from the dealer and using it in the 
concrete work.Frequently, for temporary storage, con- 

build sheds of “up and down” plank covered on the 
With

Any building with a good roof, tight side-

°ne or more thicknesses of tarred paper. The 
the wrtlUSt be above possible high water and open so that 

Can circulate under it. To make the house more 
val C'y cMmp-proof, the floor should be double or its 

shift 1 Often the same effect is obtained by a make-
re8ular 6 fl°°r of loose timbers and boards laid upon the 
better °0r' Tor such a temporary shed, there is nothing 
$*leathin ln a Wefl"maAe one-way-slope tarred paper roof on 
^ashion ^ w'tb tight joints lengthwise or in clapboard 
°f at ]eaCr0SSw*s,e- Let the roof have a drip or over-hang 
tight th$t 1 f°0t °n s’fles- See that it is absolutely water- 
that tfie 1 t^e ra™ cannot beat in under the eaves, and 
raise it rj0Cd ’s Axed so firmly that a wind-storm will not 

to h ’S advisable to put no windows in such a house 
keep 0 aYe tbc door so securely hinged and fastened as to 
dePen<jen lntruders. Where use of cement in the work is 
sSi]d ^1 uPon acceptance by test, provision for piling 

dealer m°de *n accordance with instructions given below

c°tnpi
equi

*1 $■
1

SS■*v; m

fm
: T >■

1 ■«

ahd

Cross-Section of Concrete Storage House with Cement 
Correctly Piled.

xD'es s,86 ^°Uses for Dealers.—The same general prin- 
“atUral] Cd ab°ve apply to storage houses for dealers. 
^°nseqUe t|'e b°use is made more permanent in character. 
t*?a exton-Îy’ sb°uld be supported by a concrete founda- 
W*se, f0r ln,î ’nto the ground below the frost line. Like- 

Wel].pra Perntanent building, there is no material so good 
0POrtioned concrete. Place the concrete floor on

walls, and a dry floor will do. Make a temporary double 
floor by means of small beams or logs and loose boards. See 
that driving rains or damp air cannot reach the cement.

Directions for Storing Cement.—Portland cement weight 
nearly too pounds per cubic foot, therefore judgment must 
be exercised in loading the floor, 
its weight and possible damage from dampness, do not pile

Likewise, on account of
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Fixed Charges.—An industrial plant operating 3>°°°
load of 200 kw.’ will bethe cement ag'ainst the sidewalls of the building, unless the 

house is full-lined or skeleton-lined on the inside, 
the cement so as to leave an open space or an aisle along

with an average 
Two 100-kw. and one 50-kw. engine driven d>na

may

hours per year 
assumed.
mos installed with suitable piping and appurtenances

Store

the side-walls and aisles at places necessary to separate 
Get rid of all possibility of the cement piles be set down at $: 1,000.shipments.

toppling over by laying the bags, as a mason would say, 
“headers and stretchers,” that is, alternately lengthwise
and crosswise, so as to tie the pile together. -----
building frequently to see that there are no leaks in the roof

However, theTwo 200-h.p. boilers would be required, 
total cost of these boilers would not be chargeable against 

since boilers would also be required for the low PreS 
The cost per h.p. of low pressure

similar

Examine the power 
sure heating plant.

is about the same as aboilers, grates, stack, etc. 
high pressure equipment, 
consumed between the high pressure boiler and the heating 
system, a somewhat greater boiler capacity must be install® 
when power is to be generated. As the exhaust from aD

. of the heat given it, lD

or side-walls.
Even on the work, never pile cement on the ground or 

Throw down a few blocks, lay boards upon
Have just

andHowever, as heat is lost

on. bricks.
them and make a dry floor for the cement, 
enough cement on the work to keep things going. A good 
tarpaulin is handy to cover up the cement in case of a sud- 

Always buy cement from the dealer who has 
If the cement in the bag has been wet,

engine contains 80 to 90 per cent 
the boiler, an increase of boiler capacity of 25 per cent, ove 
the low pressure equipment will easily take care of this iteI° 
and also any additional cost of a h.p. boiler as compared 
a low pressure equipment. Setting down $18.75 -
power, including boiler, grates, stack setting, piping 
labor of installation, the additional boiler cost is 400 h.p- *

den shower.
a dry store-house, 
it is hard as a rock : do not use it under any circumstances.

in the hors®'
However, do not mistake lumps caused by pressure 
store-house for “set-up” cement. Such lumps crumble 
easily and the cement is perfectly good. Take care of the 
Portland cement just as carefully after receiving it as a good 
dealer does, and, properly mixed with sand and stone or 
gravel, it will yield a binding material proof for all time 
against fire and repairs.

afid

20% x $18.75 = $1,500.
This additional boiler cost will vary, in fact in pla11^ 

already equipped with low pressure boilers, it will Pay g 
replace the equipment with high pressure boilers and utl lZ 
exhaust steam for heating. The effect of thus increasi^ 
fixed charges on the boiler plant equipment will be de»0 
strated in connection with the charts to be presented.

COST OF ISOLATED PLANT POWER. totalif*’The two largest items of additional first cost,
$12,500, have been considered. It might, of course, ^ 
profitable to install other apparatus in a plant of this c ^ 
acter, as for instance a feed water heater. But as that Pie.{ 
of apparatus should pay for itself out of the coal save , 
will not be considered under the items of additional

The following is a report prepared by the American
the cost of isolatedEngine Company, Pound Brook, N.J., on

generated by non-condensing engines withplant power, as _ .
exhaust steam used for beating during the winter season :

Where steam heating is required, electric power may be
cost of

first

cost.
fixedby-product of the heating plant, at a

kilowatt hour in the majority of 
for this low cost of generation may be

generated as a 
less than two cents per 

The reasons

Of the total additional cost of $12,500, a certain ^ 
percentage must be charged off every year against the 0 
of power. The fixed charge may be set down as follow5

Interest at ...........................................................
Depreciation at ...........................................................
Insurance, real estate, upkeep, obsolescence . •

cost

cases.
summarized as follows :

(1) The fixed costs, which go to make up a large share 
chargeable only against the addi- 

for the plant by which electric power is

5%
5 %
5%of the cost of power, are 

tional investment 
generated, over and above the investment for the low pres-

steam heating plant.
(2) The coal cost chargeable against electric power is 

reduced, during those periods when the exhaust steam is 
used for heating, to a small percentage of the coal consumed, 
representing that part of the heat in the steam which is lost 
between the high pressure boiler and the heating system.

(3) The labor charge comprises only the additional labor 
compared to a low pressure heating plant.

of the additional labor, which is of 
is obtained in fuel con-

15 %Total .........................................

And 15% of $12,500 = $1,875.00.......................... . eDt
is the fixed charge per year against the additional invcsti^^ 
for apparatus to generate power as a bi-product of the 
ing system.

Labor, Oil, Waste, Miscellaneous.—The cost for 
labor may be taken as one man at $800 per year, 
pairs, oil, waste, packing, etc., may be set down as 
making a total of

sure .(:>

additif ,
while re

$25°’
required, as 
Furthermore, by reason 
a higher grade, greater economy 
sumption, amounting to a saving in coal of 5 to 15 per cent., 
which, in a plant of fair size, will pay the wages of an en-

(2)
$1,050

Coal.—The coal chargeable against power comPrl^sUl.e 
coal equivalent of the heat lost between the high Pr ^ js 
boiler and the heating system when the heating s^a®rDed 
on, and when no heating is being done, all of the coal

gineer.
(4) While the charge for oil, waste, repairs, and miscel

laneous items is incurred entirely through the installation of 
the engine and generator, they mount up to but a small pro
portion of the total expense.

Every isolated plant with exhaust steam heating must 
be considered as a separate problem, because of the wide 
variation in load, cost of coal, water, labor, etc. The follow
ing case, which may be presented as a typical one, will serve 
to outline the calculation whereby the cost of power may be 
determined, and secondly, to indicate the influence on the 

k.w. hour of the three most important factors, i.e.,

under the boiler is chargeable against power.
The cost for coal will, therefore, depend upon 

steam consumption of the engines per kw. hour, of
efficiency of the boiler, or pounds of steam per P ^ 
coal ; (c) the cost, of coal, and (d) the percentage ^eat- 
total amount of steam generated which is used by 1 
ing system. _pall

Item (a). The steam consumption of an ^
Angle Compound Engine—the engine for isolated P ' of 4° 
—is 26 lbs. per horse power hour (non-condensing

cost per
the fixed charges, the price of coal and the amount of ex
haust steam used for heating.

J



Table I.
Cost of power per kw. hour in a typical isolated 

Average load 200 kw. :
Months of 
Exhaust 
Steam

Heating. $0 
•550 
■540 
•531 
.521

Price of Coal $ Per Ton.

$3 $4
1.850 
1.640 
1.431 
1.221

1 1.525
1-365
1.205
1.046

1
■755
.700

plant.

$5
2.175
1.915
.656

1.396

To this coal cost must be added the cost for water which 
may be set down at 10 cents per thousand gallons. During 
the heating season the heating system returns 80% of the 
boiler feed. The cost for water is then :

200 x 3>°°o x 60 x 20% x lot.
= $43-20.

8-332 1,000

I" or the other six months the cost for water is as fol
lows :

200 x 3,000 x 60 x 10^.
= $216.00.

8-332 1,000
We may now set down the total charges for generating 

power at the rate of 200 kw. for 3,000 hours a year, as fol
lows :

Fixed fcharge .......................................
Labor, oil and miscellaneous 
Coal .....................................................

$1,875.00 
1,050.00 
4,500.00 

900.00 
216.00
43-00

Water

Total $8,584.00

During the year there are developed 3,000 x 200 = 
600,000 kw. hours, giving a cost per kw. hour of

$8,584 4- 500,000 - 1.431 cents per kw. hour.
In the same manner it is found that when heating sea

son is equivalent to only two months of full-load heating the 
cost per kw. hour is 1.85 cent, 
when the price of coal is $5.00 instead of $4.00, the cost 
per kw. hour is 2.175, and in this way the table shown was 
compiled.

For the same conditions

S3 35;
IF

Nil*r:

1
fclr*m

Ÿ?7Â t cf. jto, ü/Z r? A -aftr y.«0
CHAUT /.

Charts.—From this data the charts of Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 were prepared. In Figure 1 the cost of power in 
cents per kw. hour (average over the whole year) is plotted 
against the number of months that exhaust steam is used 
for heating, each line represents a different price of coal. 
With this chart in hand, we can study the influence of coal

lbs. Per ki owatt hour. In order to be on the safe side and
,0 take 
steam

care of the effect of reduced and fluctuating loads on 
consumption, assume 60 lbs. of steam per kw. hour. 

Item (b). Assume boiler efficiency as 60%, or about 8 
steam per pound of coal.

Items (c) (d). The cost of coal and the proportion of 
the total

lbs. 0f

steam generated which is used in the heating system 
aie both variable.
. In the table given herewith, the cost of coal ranges from 
. to $5. The amount Gf steam used in the heating system 

a*en care of by considering it, as the number of months 
j-. the year when the exhaust steam is used for heating. 
• ring those months it is assumed that all the exhaust steam 
k Used by the heating system. Strictly speaking, at the 

®8mning and end of the heating season, there are periods 
0 en only a moderate amount of heating is required and 
^ y a portion of the steam exhausted by the engines is 
of kZI<*' This decrease in heating load may be taken care 

y assuming a shorter heating season. For example, sup- 
&t $e (bat for four months during the winter, all the exhaust 

6ain Was used in the heating season, and that for one and 
ste nionths before and after this season the amount of 
Caeain. Used in the heating system varied from zero to full 

Pacity. jt WOUld, then, be quite accurate to assume that 
e heating season of seven months would be equivalent, 

s° far 
five and 
equival

as amount of steam used for heating, to a season of 
a half months, in which the heating load was always 

ent to the full exhaust of the engine.
, Q —An average price for water is 10.0 cents per
on] ° gall°ns- During the heating season it is assumed that 
jn J Per cent, of the water is returned to the boiler.

other periods all the water is lost. 
presIt should be noted that it is assumed that in a low 
boi],SUrC Seating system all the water is returned to the 
tj0 ^ that is, there is no loss, and in setting down the addi- 
pr0(la COst for water when power is produced as a bi- 
stCa UCt’. h is assumed that condensation in high pressure 
a 201 piping, condensation in the engine, etc., results in 
stea p€r cent. loss during the heating season, and when the 

's exhausted to atmosphere, a too per cent. loss. 
cmav Uh the fixed costs, labor cost, already given, and cal- 
tab]e t^le coal an<l water charges for given conditions, the 

and charts shown were obtained. The following ex-

Dur"

atn,pic
thes _'Vl 1 sorve to explain in detail the method of obtaining 

c "gares.
BlohthXainPle‘—Assume the heating season equivalent to six 
hapSt . °I full load steam heating, during which all the ex- 
aSainst1S USe<l- During this period the coal chargeable 
^etweeri p0Wer is the equivalent of the steam and heat lost 
AsSUnin 'l16 high pressure boiler and the heating system, 
this g)6 ^at 20 per cent. of the heat of the steam is lost in 
baye , ner- The other factors entering into the coal cost 
tion 60 °a<ly been given, i.e., load 200 kw., steam consump- 
°f coal S" steam per kw. hour, coal consumption 1 lb. 
at ^4-Oo^Cr ^ ^S" °I steam> hours per year, 3,000. With coal 
^eatiriD- ’ Wc then have the cost for coal during the 6 months 

g Peri°d, as follows :
00 x 3,ooo x 60 x 20% x $4-oo

= $900.
8 2,000

["h
^at*ng ! rt °I the year when there is no exhaust steam 
Jt*1aust _ n those parts of the year when only part of the 
CQ0tlths ofCarn 's use<l f°r heating', are equivalent to six 
°aI is Hj S^ra'ght non-condensing operation. The cast of

^ .........................
= $4,500.00.

8 2,000
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ditions. Suppose, for instance, that the- load factor is 5°%' 
then the ordinate “a” = 98 cents = fixed charge, labor, 
etc. ; if the coal cost is $4 a ton and the number of months 
exhaust steam heating is 4 ; then the coal and water cost P®r 
kw. hour is given by “b” which equals i.i7 cents and the 
total cost of power per kw. hour equals a + b = 2.15 cents.

arises in the mind of

length of heating periods and also the influence of 
first cost, and also of percentage of that post which should 
be charged off per year, in order to take care of interest,

cost

depreciation, etc.
Suppose, for instance, as has already been suggested, 

that instead of considering the additional cost of a high 
pressure boiler plant, and engine, as against a low pressure 
boiler plant, we desire to find out the cost of power in a 
plant where a low pressure boiler is already installed and 
must be replaced. The additional first cost of the high 
pressure boiler over and above the low pressure boiler taking 
into account the fact that a boiler of higher capacity would 

down in the foregoing analysis at

Now, the question that naturally 
the consumer of electric current is this :

If the isolated plant with its small capacity and effic
iency, further decreased by the fact that it must exhaust it 
steam for a part of the year to atmosphere, can genera e

that the central 
is obtained by cutting 

con-

power for two cents a kw. hour, why is it 
station, in which maximum economy 
down all losses, generating in large units, operating,

far less cost than 
cents

be required, was set 
$1,500. Assume that an entire new boiler would be needed, 
costing five times this amount, or $7,500. This would in- 

the additional first cost of the plant by $6,000 and 
the additional yearly charges by 15 per cent, of $6,000, or 
$900, making the total fixed charge $2,775, instead of 
$1,875, and for 600,000 kw. hours per year, would increase 
the fixed charge per kw. hour from .312 cents to .462 cents, 
or an increase of .150 cents. The influence of this additional 
charge of .150 cents upon the cost of power with $4 coal, 
and when three months’ exhaust steam heating is used, is 
therefore an increase from 1.75 cents to 1.90 cents per kw.

densing, etc., cannot generate power at a 
this and sell it for a price approximating one to twocrease
per kw. hour?

The central station can produce power at Its own
including both operating and fixed charge

of the

switch

board for a cost
of one cent per kw. hour. .
total cost to the consumer, since it is necessary to have a 
elaborate and expensive transmission and distributing syst® 
of copper cable, feeders, sub-stations, etc., in order to 
liver the power. The power house furnishes electricity 
the distributing system, which acts as a carrier, and 
must pay interest, depreciation, franchise and maintenan^ 
charges, just as must a railroad. As with the railm3 : 
there is a natural tendency towards rate discrimination, 
it is only the favored consumer who obtains power at a 
sonable charge while the other man bears the burden.

But this is only a part

hour.

at\à
rea-

By W. H. Richards.

Much has been written of late of scientific efficiency, * 
aim being to get a greater return with less effort, but be^c, 
this movement is the increasing desire to promote that 
iency which saves material as well as labor and thus lC 
cost of output. So strongly has this idea taken hold 0 t 
people that the day is not far distant when the manage® ^ 

larger corporations, both publicof at least all the
private, will be judged by the resulting cost.

So far as water departments, either public or
manifest itself in fho c,t,e 

cone

In the chart of Fig. 2 the cost per kw. hour is plotted 
against the cost of coal in dollars per ton, and each line 

the cost for different lengths of heating periods.

privât6)
of

represents
This chart is useful for investigating the effect of the. 
price of coal and also the comparative effect of length of 
heating season and price of coal, 
per kw. hour is practically the same for an eight months 
solid heating season with $4 coal, as it is with a two months 
heating season with $2 coal.

are conc^oed. this will first
medium size. And it is important tnat this society

in which this demand must be me >

side.

some of the ways 
it is with this in view that this paper is presented.

Whatever of criticism will be found in this paper ^j^s, 
with equal force to private companies or public corpora^ ^ 
as lack of efficient management is found as often m 0 
in the other! and in the final analysis the public Pa

For instance, the cost

On reference to this chart it will be noted that the cost 
exclusive of coal and water are considered separately, being

each case. -nager5
To promote the greatest efficiency the board of 

or commission, by whatever name it may be calle , ted 
be non-political and its duties should be strictly sepa ^ 
from the executive part of the work, being confined * glis
ters of general policy, approval of expenditures, aP?^tmePt 
tions, general plans, formulation of rules, etc., app°^Iïl 
and removal of subordinates being made only on rcC° r-nee(’ 
dation of the general manager, superintendent, 
commissioner or whatever title may be given to t1C ^jjily 
live head, for upon the latter rests, or should rest,^r the 
the responsibility for the efficiency of the work.

* Paper read before the New England Water 
sociation and printed in the Journal of the Associât®

plotted against load factor.
A load of 200 kw. 3,000 hours per year is considered as 

100% load factor (although the plant capacity is 250 kw.). 
At 100% the fixed charge, labor charge, etc., per kw. hour 

$1,875 + $1,050
= .488 cents. Similarly at 50% loadis eP'

600,000
factor the cost per kw. hour, exclusive of coal and water, is 

1,875 + 1,050
= .976 cents.

300,000
A5'By similar calculations the complete curve is plotted, 

be used in connection with the curves at the
Works

which may
right in order to study the cost of power under various con-

EFFICIENCY IN WATERWORKS 
MANAGEMENT.*
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remainder 
intend of this paper he will be referred to-as the super board may saddle the city or company with a filter or an 

expensive reservoir unnecessary for the time being at least.
In construction or extension of the work where it is 

necessary to engage a designing engineer, the superintend
ent may give advice which should always be given con
sideration. For the design of work is one thing and the 
care of it another. Many a superintendent has been wor
ried into the grave trying to adapt an impractical scheme 
designed by an engineer without experience in management.

The board, when selecting its designing or consulting 
engineer, might remember that a six weeks’ trip to Europe 
does not make an engineer, and might well consider if an 
expensive filter or massive dam is necessary. The interest , 
account of many a city or company; is burdened with the 
cost of an extravagant structure built but to gratify the fad 
of the designing engineer.

A celebrated foreign engineer, on viewing a large water
works dam, once said that “any fool could build a dam if 
he could use a large enough factor of safety.’’

It should be borne in mind that every gallon of water 
has a fixed value, and that that value is dependent on the 
cost and capacity of the work and the expense of maintain
ing it. No work can be run efficiently until this fact is 
recognized and understood. If the rates are so regulated 
that one man gets two gallons for the price of one, then the 
man who uses one gallon and pays for it pays part of the 
other man’s water rate.

The cost of the water system and its maintenance should 
be borne by the consumer of water and, except as to that 
part of the expenditure necessary for the extinguishment of 
fires, in proportion to the amount of water used.

The practice of furnishing water free to the city depart
ments, hospital and other institutions which may make a 
plausible plea to the board, as well as the practice of furnish, 
ing extra fire protection free to certain parties who are 
patrons of certain insurance companies, is not only unjust 
to the ratepayers, but makes a statement of the measure of 
efficiency impossible.

If it is thought necessary to lay out a park or pleasure 
ground on lands controlled by a public water department, 
why not charge it to the park department ? What has tree 
culture to do with the conduct of a water system ?

Many cities have tons of lead service pipe where they 
will never be used, laid with the expectation of preventing 
the disturbance of the pavement which other public service 
corporations dig up without hindrance. It has become 
necessary in one large city to expose the mains and shut off 
these unused extra service pipes to prevent leakage.

Few water departments make any account of water fur
nished to other city departments, and, on the other hand, 
few water departments make remuneration for damage to 
streets. A precise system of accounting would stop many 
leaks in a waterworks system. In fact, it is usually impos
sible to tell whether the works are efficiently managed or 
not from the published accounts. A balance sheet is of rare 
occurrence in a water report, and an inventory or any charge 
for depreciation still more rare.

The president of one water company furnishes all water 
pipe used, and a relative furnishes all coal, without competi
tion; the water taker pays for both, in high rates. The 
superintendent has been dismissed, being of a too prying 
disposition. Another water company has all outside work 
done by a relative of the president on a percentage. What 
is more common than for one member of the board to inter
fere with details of the management of a department ?—and 
the more ignorant he is the more likely he is to interfere.

Of what use is a meter system when 30 per cent, of the 
water is wasted by poorly jointed pipe and 20 per cent, by 
the waste in public buildings ?

ent.

I hat kind of a man should the superintendent be? Not 
with ay, an enfnneer in the sense of being a graduate 
jn t^a 'sheepskin,” but he certainly should be an engineer 
inte 6 ^arg'er sense that he should be ingenious, capable of 
tho Prctln8: a drawing or making one if necessary, with a 
have°U^- knowledge of construction and tools, and he must 
Prin °r ltnmed iately acquire a knowledge of the fundamental 
sh0ul<j165 hydraulics, and over and above all else he 
5Uc^ understand the principles of business management. 
Se a man, it is perhaps unnecessary to state, cannot be 
he a e<^ *°r ^1,200 or $i.500 per year. If the organization 
Usuallnew one, several years must elapse in experiments, and 
t0 ^ ^ lhe “fads and fancies” of the superintendent have

out and their utility tested. Even with the above 
he has much to learn, for the management of 

w°rks requires much special knowledge.
Thto s 6 Powers of the superintendent should be large, and 

the Ure. t^le greatest efficiency he should have a voice in 
to rai>I)0'ntnient of his subordinates, as well as the power 
cannot0l^mend discharge after proper hearing, for efficiency 
head ^ secured without discipline by a single responsible 

Vith such an organization the economy in conducting 
°ut e *V improved from year to year ; efficiency with-
by ex °my is impossible. Many policies have been settled 
there nence> and most of them have been put in print, but 
°f m-, remains much that is experimental, and the solution
>.,a5rbk-
of the

the

must be left to the ingenuity of the super-
as they arise._ . For instance, while the efficiency

tttost Jast'*ron mains has been pretty thoroughly tested with 
^obW1 Crs’ t*le life and coatings of steel mains are still 
offers a31''"1 The size of mains necessary in certain places 
-= supcr- 6 ^ebd for ingenuity and thought on the part of 

sPecia] mtendent ; so with the service pipe ; except in 
^et the JiUoIities of water, lead is almost universally used, 
Peridg^ ^u*ation of the size is subject to wide variation de-
des'rabl ^ Pressure and quantity of 
of th_ to be
of the

the

water necessary or
supplied in a given time, and the regulation 

calls for even more consideration than the size
Wil1 g0^lnS’ for 
of the p!per°Ug:h
3nd UnthinpS °ne bb16 most common errors of the ignorant

! is
Mr,d or

e size

theory that a certain quantity of water 
a certain-sized hole regardless of the length

ve no °ne has yet discovered the best water meter, 
a chance to exercise considerable judgment of 

Wpe for different circumstances or uses, and if 
management insist on selecting the cheapest 
to material or construction, the result will be 

the efficiency of the meter department.

the
the boW<utard °f

Th,
^^trte, an^r usi°ns of sanitary experts are changing every 

lnd to Se bb16 superintendent must have a very logical 
arate the theoretical from 

The 7at about 
fitter 

tien

the practical.
the composition of the board of directors ? 

f0r grocery or professional politics do not usually 
w,nched a f, ndertaking large affairs, and a man who never 

kiven jj^ red dollars in his life is somewhat bewildered 
]jt.. they rn. °°>ooo to spend. Some men are so constituted 
s e ktiOtylp^ ' a dollar to cartwheel size; others have so 
Hi]6 °ne elb(>^e bts value, especially when it belongs to 
bo,1,6 saving. ’ as to ignore its size altogether. The first, 
ttPde 'bhe bp1118’ b°se dollars, and the second will lose 

rtahings , st Pr°of of a man’s ability to manage large 
ihst aTke bu °r °thCr people is that he has managed his 
drivariCe. whg8lIyss successfully, a board of managers, for 
vvhjj, a shar[,’ >Uy'ng land or rights, may in their effort to 

Will CQst arkain, overreach and get into a law suit 
many times the amount saved. Another

ha
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ONTARIO’S MINERAL PRODUCTION.
The total value of the mineral production in Ontario, ** 

shown by the figures appended, was $41,432,898, an increa 
of $2,119,003, or 5.38 per cent., as compared with i9 ’ 
when the output had a value of $39>3I3,895> or an a va 
of 25.62 per cent, over the production of 1909, which ^ 
$32,981,375. There are seven mineral products that 
had a value of one million dollars or over during i911- t 
these which show an increase in value of output over 1 
of 1910 are silver, pig iron, common brick, Portland ce© 
and natural gas. Nickel and copper show a decrease.

In compiling statistics of value, the basis adopted 
the Ontario Bureau of Mines is the value of the seV® _ 
products in the form produced, and at the point of pro 
tion. Were the methods of computation employed by 
Department of Mines of Canada, or some of the ot^er. 
vinces, adopted, Ontario’s mineral output would be s 
to have a considerably higher value.
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Efficiency can only be effected by order and system com
ing through one responsible head, and that head must be 
more or less of an autocrat, each subordinate being in turn
responsible to the one above.

In this age, when improvements in methods and means 
of transacting business are constantly being introduced, it 
requires constant study and clear discernment to find and 

method necessary for the particularapply the device or 
work.

city of considerable size it is impossible for the 
detail of the work, and he

In a
superintendent to observe every 
will accomplish more in his office than in his automobile, 
but he must first acquire a knowledge of the work and his 
subordinates by observation. At his desk he decides a multi 
tude of problems, from the color, of paint to quality of yarn-

obstructed meter toing, from the probable registry of an 
the efficiency of his pumps ; and all the time he must know 
what each subordinate is doing and what he is going to do

Value.Quantity.the next day.
This in general is an 

necessary to have and a 
efficient waterworks system, and the efficiency is measured 
by the cost of the water supplied, taking into consideration 
its quantity and the necessary expense to secure and dis-

Metallic. 42,638
i5,949,°‘9

58,687

outline of some of the things 
few of the things to avoid in an

2,i53 $oz.Gold 
Silver
Cobalt in crude Cobalt material, lbs. 
Cobalt oxide, 

oxide, etc. ,

31,507,791
432,749

Cobalt-nickel 112,203
664,474 
281,1,8
445,93° 

16,3>4

29,27°’383

17^,
^97^

74^ 
8o,i77 
43,95
62,34
86,658 

882,667 
84,437 
63,99
,47,'5 
51,6-°

111,823
17,049
8,966

175,631
526,610

tribute it.
As mentioned above, the time is fast approaching when

the constantly increasing indebtedness of water supply sys-
will be

tonsNickel . . 
Copper .. 
Iron ore . 
Pig iron .will attract the public attention and managers

Until that time
7,7terns

held strictly accountable to the public.
comes, the following description of the waterworks superin
tendent by President Alvord, of the American Water Works

“He has held out to him no 
reward for the honest, faithful and

Less Ontario iron ore (67,631 tons) 
smelted into pig iron ..................Association, will hold good :

alluring pension as a 
nerve-racking care and service he gives, but is haunted day 
and night by fear of a broken main, failure of water supply, 
or of disease tracable to the water. He has trouble securing 
funds for procuring the necessary equipment, and, above 
all, has to deal, always courteously but firmly, with the ever
present infuriated citizen who insists he is not getting his 
just dues from a government he helps to support.”

How can efficiency be best promoted ? I should say by 
system carefully thought out, by having order everywhere, 
and by well-defined rules thoroughly and impartially en-

Non-Metallic.
lbs. 4,341,078 
No. 316,000,092 
“ 21,461,000
“ 51,843,548

4,522,400

Arsenic .....................................
Brick, common .......................
Tile, drain ...............................
Brick, pressed, etc.................

“ paving .............. '...........
Building and crushed stone 
Calcium carbide 
Cement, Portland 
Corundum .
Feldspar 
Fluorspar ..
Graphite ..
Gypsum ..
Iron pyrites
Lime ...........
Mica...........
Natural gas
Peat............
Petroleum .
Phosphate .
Pottery . .
Quartz .. .
Salt...........
Sewer pipe 
Talc...........

5

, 1,383 
2,943,003 

i,47i 
17,697

tons
bbls.
tons

3,5

■ZOOforced.
o 30 36,49- 

32,535 
i8,457

894COMBUSTION OF PULVERIZED COAL. 20,335
43,629

2,335,085

I

1$In a paper read before the American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers, L. S. Hughes summarized the advantages of 
using pulverized coal and discussed the difficulties encounter- 

The chief difficulty has been the destruction 
of the firebox and crown-sheet. Both bricks and steeil melt
ed” little by little, which effect has been attributed to the 
high temperature of the flame produced by pulverized coal.

When the temperature of the flame was reduced, the grate 
bars, crown-sheet and walls of the firebox became covered 
with a vitreous, adherent coating of slag or clinker, 
clinker is similar to the slag produced in blast furnaces and 
is evidently formed by the action of the silica of the ash with 
iron oxide forming a complex fusible silicate, 
would also act on the firebrick by reducing its melting point.

The remedy suggested and tried consisted in introducing 
powdered limestone with the coal dust, 
injector fed the coal into the firebox and a small amount of 
limestone, roughly equal in weight to the ash of the coal,

Immediately the character of the

bush. 
. tons 322 68,439

3,0 2,83°
ed in its use. 1,180

Imp. gals. 10,102,081 
........ tons

353,573 
3 24°

50,5°°
64,4°*

,m,S35

tons

20

56,723
88,689

tons

This
7,104tons cf>

Total non-metallic production . . 
Add net metallic production....

The silica

Total production
The greater part of the production came fr0 ^ ^ 

pine, being derived from the small test mills at cau5
properties. The fire destroyed these mills and 1 “ ^g 
the output to be smaller than it otherwise would 
The two or three large mills that were in course °^o0e a-1 
tion were also destroyed. The new mills at the

A simple air-blast

was introduced with it. 
ash formed changed from a sticky shower to a dry, pulveru
lent dust which displayed no tendency to cohere or clinker
in any way.
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of the year, however, the output was increased, and the two 
operating companies are preparing to still further increase 
it. The Mond Nickel Company is arranging for the erec
tion of a plant with increased capacity at Coniston, east of 
Sudbury, at the junction of the Canadian Northern with 
the Canadian Pacific Railway.

The nickel contents of the silver-cobalt ores, which yield 
nothing to the mine owners, are not here included in the 
output of nickel.

The copper produced in Ontario last year came from the 
nickel-copper mines at Sudbury. The two metals, copper and 
nickel, occurring together, the output of the former rises 
and falls with that of the latter. In 19.10 the production of 
copper was 9,630 tons, in matte. In 1911 it was 8,966 tons. 
The price of the copper in the table of statistics, like that 
of the nickel, is based on its value in the matte and not on

H°llinger mines 
ation about the end of the first quarter of the year. The 
branch of the Ontario Government railway, the Temiskaming 
and Northern Ontario, is now in operation to South Porcu
pine, and is almost completed to the townsite of Timmins. 
The plant of the Canadian Exploration Company at Long 
Take, near the Sault branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail
way, is nearly completed, 
available the mill will begin operations. Toward the end of 
the year, the St. Anthony mine at Sturgeon Lake, northwest 
°f Port Arthur,

The Belmont or Cordova mine, in Hastings County, 
has, after being idle a number of years, begun operations
^nder new owners. __
from seven or eight mines, in addition to those mentioned, 
ln °ther parts of Northern and Northwestern Ontario.

The entire production came
surrounding region. The output in 1911 Was 31,507,79!

nearing completion and will be in operate

As soon as electric power is

unwatered, and milling of ore has be-was

There was a small production of gold

its refined value.
In 1911, all the hematite shipped came the Helen

mine of the Lake Superior Power Company. The quantity 
an increase over the shipments of 1910,

from the mines of Cobalt
and
ounces, this being the greatest annual production since the 
beginning of mining at Cobalt, exceeding the production of 
*9io by approximately one million ounces. The shipments 
of bullion from Cobalt increased greatly during the past 
year, owing chiefly to the operations of the refinery of the 
Nipissing mine. The process employed by that companny 
is somewhat unique, being a combination of amalgamation 
and cyanidation. There was a shortage of power during the 
early part 0f tile year owing to an accident to one of the 
larSe plants. The power situation has since been satisfac- 
tory. The extension of the concentration process uas brought 
about a change in the character of the shipments. Instead 
°f much low grade ore being shipped from Gobatl, the ship- 
rnenfs now embrace a large quantity of high grade concen
trates. That silver is produced at a very low cost at Cobalt 
ls shown by the last annual report of one of the companies, 
lhe Coniagas, which produced metal throughout the year at 
an average total cost of 8.8 cents an ounce, including min- 
lnf>, concentrating, freight to smelter, sampling, assaying, 
aad treatment charges and all head office expenses and
r°yaltieS.

At Cobalt in 1911 there were seven mines which each 
Produced 1,500,000 ounces or more of silver. In order of 
Production they are as follows: Nipissing, 4,627,043 ; La 

°se, 4.090,157 ; Crown Reserve, 3,430,902; Coniagas, 3,- 
73,464 ; McKinley-Darragh, 2,551,884 ; Kerr Lake, 2,238,353 , 
Pffalo, t,644,245. Three other mines produced over a mil- 
°n ounces each..

Two properties at Gowganda were producers during the 
ear, as were also two in South Lorrain.

Refineries at Copper Cliff, Deloro, Thorold and Orillia 
Continue to treat the greater proportion of the high grade 
r® shipped from Cobalt.

The dividends paid by the companies operating at Co- 
and in South Lorrain in 1911 amounted to $8,588,916, or

was 137,377 tons, 
which amounted to 112,246 tons. Three other mines shipped 
a total of 38,254 tons of magnetite.

The 526,610 tons of pig iron produced came from the 
following companies, viz., Hamilton Steel and Iron Com- 

Atikokan Iron Company, Standard Chemical Company,pany,
Canada Iron Corporation, and the Algoma Steel Company. 
The Hamilton Steel and Iron Company were also producers 
of steel. Of the ore smelted, 67,631 tons were of domestic
and 848,814 of foreign origin.

Discoveries of metals, not hitherto found in economic 
quantities in the province, include mercury and tungsten. 
The former metal occurs in the silver-bearing Cobalt ores, 
and the latter in the mineral scheelite, in certain gold-bear
ing quartz veins at Porcupine.

The value of the building materials, suen as brick and 
Portland cement, produced in 1911 shows a material increase 
over that of 1910. There is an increasing demand for suit
able stone for road-making, and arrangements are being 
made for opening quarries to supply the needs of the older 
part of the province. Marble from the quarries near Ban
croft, in Hastings County, is being employed for the decor
ation of the interior of buildings.

The production of petroleum continues to decline. The 
output during 1911 amounted to 10,102,081 Imperial gallons, 
as compared with 11,004,357 in i910-

In contrast to petroleum, natural gas shows an increased 
production year by year. In 1911 natural gas from Ontario 
wells had a value of $2,068,429, while in 1910 its value was 
$ i >49°.334. and in 1909 considerably less, $1,188,179.

By counties, the new producing wells of 1911 are dis
tributed as follows, viz., Welland 26, Haldimand 124, Brant 
60, Norfolk 19, Wentworth 9, and Elgin 16.

Among the products of lesser value, calcium carbide 
shows a decrease in 1911 as compared with the preceding 
year. This is due to the absorption of Ontario plants by an 
extra-provincial company and the closing or partial closing 
down of the works during a part of the year. Talc shows a 
considerable increase in quantity and value of output, as 
does iron pyrites. Another acid plant, which will use pyrites 
as a raw material, was erected in the province during 1911. 
There are a number of industries which, owing to abun
dance of raw material, are capable of great expansion. These 
include gypsum and salt, both of which show an increased 
output during the past year.

bait
°J6r one-half of the total value of the silver produced. The 
t tal dividends distributed up to the end of 1911 amounted 

^3°>39i,095, not including profits made by two or three 
Hvately owned mines or close corporations. For the whole 

k^r'°d since the mines were opened at Cobalt, there has 
Q^Cn Produced from this part of Ontario 125,571,980 ounces 

silver, which brought the mine owners $64,3i7>352- 
t hi inanity of cobalt in crude material shown in the 

le is only that part of the output which mining companies 
shi^ by purchasers of ore. A much larger quantity was 
ta^?Ped °ut, but, for the most part, brought no returns. The 
Cc, e also shows the quantity and value of cobalt oxide, 
p a *• nickel oxides, and other cobalt-holding material ship- 

y the refineries of the Province. The market for cobalt 
^continues depressed.

had n*ch€l mines and smelters in the vicinity of Sudbury 
a smaller output in 19x1 than in 1910. Toward the end

Ontario’s mineral industry is characterized by the var
iety and uniqueness of its products. Moreover, it is char
acterized by rapid increase in the value of annual output 
during recent years, and it offers great scope for increase in 
the future.
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we have al- 
mean

years. ” The sludge question, like the poor, 
ways with us. The proof that the subject is of no 
importance is found in the numerous schemes, both natural 
and mechanical, which have been tried, suggested and ex
perimented with for the one purpose of changing this slimy? 
viscous, greasy, useless semi-liquid, with something of a 
more wholesome, or more useful character.

SEWAGE SLUDGE.

A Review by T. Aird Murray, M. Can. Soc. C.E.

“Sewage Sludge” is the title given to a volume publish
ed by the McGraw-Hill Book Co., of New York, (price 
$2.50.) The volume is divided into four parts, viz., “Treat
ment and Utilization of Sludge,” by Alexander Eisner ; 
“The Drying of Sludge,” by Dr. Mg. Fr. Spillner, Essen- 
Ruhr ; ‘‘Results of the Operation of Some of the Mechanical 
Sewage Clarification Plants of the Em sober Association,” 
by Dr. Mg. F. Spillner and Mr. Blunk ; and “Sludge Treat
ment in the United States,” by Kenneth Allen, M. Am. 
Soc. C.E.

The first two parts are translated from the German by 
Kenneth and Rose S. Allen, while the third part is trans
lated by Emil Kuichling, M. Am. Soc. C.E.

The four parts of the volume, although distinct and 
complete treatises in themselves, offer a combination and 
unity of comprehensive treatment which has not hitherto 
been attempted in connection with this special subject from 
the standpoint of actual results in practice, experimental 
data and general observation.

The first three portions of the volume under discussion 
will be of considerable interest and practical use to en
gineers, as they deal principally very fully with the practical 
and experimental work in Germany, both with reference to 
the final disposal of sludge, the reduction of its water con-

and centrifugaltent, by pressing, incineration, exposure, 
appliances. The fourth portion is also of interest from the 
American point of view, although the ■author is very much 
handicapped in the fact that little or no attention has as yet 
been given to the practical dealing with sludge by me
chanical methods in the States.

The introduction of the centrifuge, after the principle 
of the cream separator, is of German origin, and efficiencies 
in results and cost operation are given and compared with 
other methods, such as pressing. Germany is the banner 
country of scientific domestic economy, and the whole ques
tion of the utilization of sludge or its products for purposes 
of fertilization is fully dealt with. Generally speaking, this 
is the saddest chapter in the story, as in almost every case, 
the adoption of very expensive methods to make sludge as 
attractive a soil manure as possible, have resulted in 
practically bribing farmers to use it after it has been simply 
thrown at them.

To the engineer, the practical and efficient dealing with 
the sludge question has now assumed greater importance 
than hitherto. The general crystallization of the important 
laws and features, both chemical and biographical, in con
nection with the removal of putrescibility from sewage, has 
made itself more apparent of late. Apart from the academic 
flurries which scintillate about some of the more abstruse 
and impish problems and doctrines affecting the why and 
the wherefore of certain effects, the ordinary sanitary en- 

- gineer, who is not constituted as a sort of chemical intro
spective Hamlet, weighed down by indecision, feels that he 
can design some sort of a sedimentation tank which will 
■keep back a goodly proportion of the suspended solids, as 
well as some sort of a continuous filter which may last a 
tCOBsiderable period without choking, and so turn out some

The attempts to extract what was once 
valuable grease from the sludge have, generally, only resur
rected a sort of a ghostly grease with a foul smell which no 
decent grease should have.

Quoting from page 125, we have the sad experience of 
Cassel in Germany, “at a cost of $47,600 a reduction plant 
was built where grease was recovered by the use of benzine 
after most of the water had been removed by filter presses, 
and the residue was used as a fertilizer. From 65 cu. yds- 
of wet sludge 6% cu. yds. of dry sludge was expected, from 
which 1,650 lbs. of crude grease and 10,750 lbs. of fertiliz
ing sludge was looked for. The latter was estimated at 
32% cents per 100 lbs. to be worth $34.88. From the crude 
grease qqo lbs. refined grease was realized, which was 
estimated at $4.87 per rod lbs., to be worth $48.20, and 495 
lbs. of tarry residue which was estimated at 41.6 cents Per 
too lbs. The total revenue from 65 cu. yds. of wet sludg6 
was, therefore, estimated at $88.14. In spite of this, the 
expenses were greater than the receipts, and the plant was 
abandoned and taken down. One reason for the failm"e> 
aside from the high cost of drying, was that the grease 
obtained was not marketable, on account of its disagreeable 
odor.”

"sort of an oxidized sewage effluent which will not do much 
h'ârm. But, all this done, there are yet these suspended 
solids, no longer suspended perhaps, but slightly more con
centrated and waiting patiently at the base of the tank ask
ing the question, “Now, what are you going to do with 
me?”

It is no longer possible for the engineer to simply say, 
“Oh ! I have designed a septic tank. If you will only not 
trouble the solids, they won’t trouble you. These solids re
main, accumulate, and with their awkward mixture of any
thing from 75 to Q5 per cent, of water, have to be eliminated 
somewhere and somehow, with the least possible odor, fly 
or other nuisance. They have got to be disposed of, rendered 
inoffensive, dried, buried by land or sea, burnt, in fact 
either naturally or artificially, as sewage solids, annihilated.

Our English contemporary “The Surveyor” recently 
stated : “The solution of the sludge problem is the most 
pressing question of the day, and a little practical assist
ance in this direction from our scientists would be of much 
greater value than all the learned dissertations in theories 
and doctrines with which we have been favored in recent

Apart from any wish to depreciate the value and PoS 
sible good results which may yet attend the utilization 0 
products derived from sewage sludge and lead to economy 
in methods of effective disposal, such examples of 
are of obvious value to Canadian engineers, who are,
many cases, approaching a comparatively speaking new cn 
gineering issue, as far as this country is concerned.



Corrosion of Iron and Steel. By J. Newton Friend. 
Published by Longmans, Green & Co., London; 290 
PaSes; price $1.80.

can be safely said that no subject is of -more practi- 
'mportance than that dealing with the corrosion of iron 

^•d steel. It is a subject that has engrossed the attention 
rj nui”erous investigators, with the result that manv theo- 

es as to the cause of corrosion have been advanced, 
recent years, though, the results of practical te'sts 

actual service conditions have been given their due 
hav°nt °f Weight> 50 that a reasonable agreement seems to
°bst6 'DCen reacbed in the various theories. There is one 
. tacle

cal i

Within
under

however, that confronts the new investigator at 
Wor,Present time, namely, that a great deal of previous 
of . ^as been very loosely recorded, if, indeed, any record 
’hade ^ *S 6ver keen made. In his treatise Dr. Friend has

the

caTr- an at'empt to gather together the data of research 
t°ric,Rf °n Up to the Present- The work is not purely his-
tia” i’ 'however. A great deal of very practical informa- 

distributed throughout the book. 
disr„ ! Practical standpoint of the book is indicated in the
It > on the value of the so-called acceleration test. 

early pointed out that this test, leaving out of accountas d
ciaj °es many of the factors that enter into the commer- 
valUesr° 1<?m, is by no means a true criterion of the relative 

^ °f iron and- steel in resisting corrosion. 
c°ntai' l'r’nn’nK with a history of the iron industry, the boo 
°f A;^ ^0Urteen other chapters dealing with : The Actio 
Iro .r-,,nnd Water upon Iron; The Action of Steam upo 

0rr a^'0Us Theories of Corrosion ; Is an Acid Essential 
Op p S'°n ■ Factors Influencing the Rate of Corrision of 

^rOn. ^,p0Sed to Natural Forces; The Action of Acids upon 
^1Ueov,s 2 ‘^ct’°n of Alkalies upon Iron; The Influence of 
of Aqup0Soluti°ns of Single Salts upon Iron ; The Influence 
|r°n. Solutions of Two or More Electrolytes upon
r0ri ’ Th ^cl'°n °f Oils upon Iron ; The Passive State of 

.r°dibi]. ’’dt’ence of Chemical Composition upon the Cor- 
at’ve Pat(°^ ^r°n ’ Electrical and Galvanic Action; The Re

ef Corrosion of Iron and Steel.

In the future, just as it has been in Great Britain and 
roPean countries in the past, many very exaggerated 

°Pinions will be held as to the possible values of sewage 
^’th reference to its fertilizing and other attributes. It be- 

ves the municipal engineer to prepare himself with what 
ata there exists of value upon this subject. It is not only 

a question of utilization of by-products, but the much more 
Portant question of so disposing of the retained suspended 
1 s of sewage in a clean and efficient manner to meet 

the aesthetic and the hygienic requirements of a neigh
borhood.

The volume under consideration is certain to become a 
standard for reference and most certainly meets a demand 
at the psychological moment of requirement. The student 
T‘1 bn<l the whole subject carefully and fully dealt with, 
in 6 pr°k'em of incineration and its many difficulties, ow- 

g to the low calorific value of sludge and the presence of 
a®r; the difficulties to be met with in pressing sludge 

j °ut the admixture of chemicals, the comparative qualit- 
tjS 'T various sludges as presented by ordinary sedimenta- 

°n tanks, septic tanks and the newer forms of tanks which 
inte'V separate sludge digestion.
t0 erestin8: and valuable data presented is that appertaining 

clarification of sewage in the F.mscher district in Ger-

Perhaps not the least

ft any.

BOOK REVIEWS.

One criticism that might be made, is that the book 
would have been more commanding in appearance had the 
page size been 6x9 instead of 5x7%-—T. R. L.

Reinforced Concrete Construction in Theory and Practice.
By Henry Adams, M.Inst, C.E., etc., late Professor of 
Engineering at the City of London College, and Ernest 
R. Matthews, Assoc. M.Inst. C.E., etc., borough engi
neer and surveyor of Bridlington. Published by Long
mans, Green & Co., London. Size 6x9 inches; 310 
pages ; price $3-25-
In this volume the authors deal lightly with pure theory, 

and have only stated such theoretical principles as are 
needed to enable readers to understand the calculations 
necessary for beams, columns, and certain special construc
tions. On the other hand, they have evidently taken a great 
deal of trouble in the collection of particulars, including nu- 

illustrations of reinforced concrete structures in thismerous
country and abroad. While valuable for the useful summary 
of data and principles in the earlier chapters, it appears to 
us that the chief value of the book will be found in the 
records presented in the succeeding chapters. These deal 
with practical examples of construction in accordance with 
the best-known British, American, and foreign systems, the 

of construction including reservoirs and tanks, cul- 
and conduits, swimming baths and other forms of

tunnels,

types
verts
municipal engineering work, railway bridges, 
buildings, and permanent way construction, wharves, jetties, 
groynes, sea-walls, storage bins, retaining, sea and other 
walls, grand stands, and various types of building con- 

The illustrations are very numerous, many ofstruction.
them having been reproduced from working drawings, 

more serviceable to technical readers than photo-which are . .
graphic views. Interspersed among the descriptive matter 
are notes which should be of practical service to municipal 
engineers, and the volume appropriately concludes with a

connected with the practicalchapter discussing matters 
execution of works in reinforced concrete.

Pub-By F. M. Hartman.Heat and Thermodynamics.
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York; 336 
pages; 6x9; fully illustrated; price $3-
The subject of thermodynamics has been written on by 

that there is very little outside of rearrangementso many
that can be accomplished by a new writer. The preface to 
this book contains some hints that might be well followed 
by many instructors, outstanding among which is the fol
lowing that perhaps illustrates the standpoint of the book: 
“It is the author’s opinion that the best that can be done 

technical course is to thoroughly teach the fundn- 
principles underlying the subject, and that it is im-

in any 
mental
possible to give a training which makes the student a prac
tical engineer.”

The book has taken up the theory of thermodynamics 
in a very clear manner, the arrangement being such that 
the student works from the purely theoretical to the more 
applied side of the subject, the final chapter on Steam 
Turbines giving a rather concise exposition of the theory 
underlying the construction and operation of steam tur
bines.

The transference of heat through solids is taken up 
from the usual standpoint of conductivity. It is not out of 
place to point out here that it is time some one included in 
a treatise, the method of calculating heat flow' through solid 
bodies from the standpoint of thermal resistance as continu-

The method is soally outlined by various investigators, 
simple when applied to electrical w'Ork as to merit its being
taught to students.
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sible buyer as to the selection and application of equip
ment that is not generally understood.

Besides a discussion of power factor and its correction 
by Nicholas Stahl, the publication gives much specific data 
on and illustrates many synchronous motor installations 
made for improving low power factors.

Curves and diagrams are given whereby one can deter
mine with a few simple calculations, the capacity of a syn
chronous motor necessary to correct a given load from and 
to given power factors. Directions and diagrams are given 
for solving by inspection the other problems that arise in 
connection with power factor phenomena. The features of 
the booklet that will be appreciated by practical engineers 
is the simplicity of the treatment of the many examples 
illustrating the use of the data and curves, 
should be in the hands of every man that has to do with 
alternating current.

" 5,000 Facts About Canada ” for 1912. The 1912 edi
tion of that popular and indispensable booklet, “5,000 Facts 
about Canada,” compiled by Frank Yeigh, the widely known 
writer and lecturer, and author of “Through the Heart of 
Canada,” is now out and is replete with new matter, 
eluding an outline map of Canada, a calendar and the new 
census figures. In compact form is found a wealth of facts 
and figures of the Dominion that will provide a revelation of 
our natural resources and growth, 
tion gathered with infinite pains, should be in the hands of 
every intelligent Canadian, and the wide sale and popularity" 
of the publication is easily understood. Copies may be had 
for 25 cents from The Canadian Facts Publishing Company 
667 Spadina Avenue, Toronto.

As a text for the student, this book should be very easy 
to follow, especially if used in conjunction with a series of 
lectures.—T. R. L.

Industrial Drawing and Geometry. By Henry J. Spooner ; 
published by Longmans, Green & Co., London. Boards ; 
size 6% x ins. ; 168 pp. ; price, 75C.
This little volume comprises an introduction to the 

various branches of technical drawing. It contains 620 figures 
and 320 exercises, and is intended as a text book of geo
metrical and mechanical drawing in the curricula of ele- 

and secondary schools and to lead up to works onmentary
machine construction and drawing, on building construction 
and other branches of technical drawing.

This book
A B C of Hydrodynamics. By R. de Villamil ; published 

by E. & F .N. Spon, London ; size 5% x 8 ; 132 pages;
48 illustrations ; price $2.
This book is intended as an introduction to the study 

of Hydrodynamics. There is not very much that is new in 
it, but the facts are presented very clearly and concisely. 
Quotations are used throughout the book rather fully ; the 
author states that the views on viscosity are based on those 
of Newton.

in-

By Geo. A. Hool, S.B., first 
edition ; published by The McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York; cloth 6% x9% ins. ; 188 pages including 
index ; price $1.75.
This forms the first volume of the Engineering Educa

tion Series prepared by the University Extension Division 
of the University of Wisconsin, 
forms ; as a regular text book and in assignment pamphlets 
for correspondence study work, with loose leaf binding. The 
present text is an excellent example of the character of the 
series. It covers the fundamentals of structures in a prac
tical way, assuming only an ordinary knowledge of mathe
matics, drawing and strength of materials, 
intended for students who have had an ordinary training in 
mathematics and has been developed solely with the idea of 
using it in correspondence study.

The Elements of Structures.
The mass of informa

it is published in two

3,'SoyThe Signal Dictionary. 9 in x 12 in. 600 pages.
illustrations. Simmons-Boardman Publishing Companl *
New York and Chicago. Leather, $6. Cloth, $3-5°-
The Railway Signal Association Signal Dictionary, first 

published in 1908, has been revised and published in *-he 
second edition (1911-12) under the supervision of a commit 
tee of the association.

The book is

The aim in revising the book, a* 
stated in the preface, has been to “retain descriptions an 
illustrations of apparatus which, although no longer mad6’ 
is and will remain for some time in rather extensive us®j 
as well as to reflect the latest work of the manufacturers- ^ 
That the book is not merely a catalogue of manufacturer 
devices is shown, however, by the fact that it contains praC 
cally all of the standards adopted by the Railway Sig"113 
Association and a great many standards of signal depart 
ments of prominent railways of this country and Eng>ari 
Another change which will be found almost as valuable 
the addition of the up-to-date apparatus and standards 15 
re-arrangement of the material in a form which is well adap^ 
ed for ready reference. The descriptive part of the book 1 
divided into five sections which are clearly marked by 
pages and subdivided s,o as to arrange each branch of ^ 
subject under distinct heads. The definition section 
been amplified by the addition of a large number 
terms used in connection with the generating and 
bution of alternating current. This part of the book 
tains full reference to descriptions included in the

Standard Forms of Field Notes for Civil Engineers.
Charles C. Anthony ; published by McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York ; size 4% x 7 ; 56 pages ; price $1.

By

The object of this book is to present forms for note
taking and such necessary instructions in the use of them 
that an engineer can take a complete set of notes and re
cord the results of a survey in neat and workmanlike

It is a very common thing to see an engineermanner.
called into the office to explain his notes to the draftsman,
or a party returned to the field to get information that 
should have been taken in the original survey. This little 
volume should do much towards simplifying and standardiz
ing note-taking in the field. It is heartily recommended 
to all civil engineers and students.

title

has
of the
distri

ctin' 
descrip'

added-

Synchronous Motors for Power Factor Correction is the
title of Special Publication R.L. 57, issued by the Railway 
and Lighting Department of the Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburg, Pa. This book
let, which has an art cover contains some of the most valu
able, common-sense data on the phenomena of power factor 
and on the bad effects of low power factor and its power 
factor correction with synchronous motors that has ever 
been printed. That it is being distributed without charge 
and apparently at much expense, furnishes an illustration 
of the policy of some of the present-day manufacturing com
panies of spending considerable money to educate the pos-

tive part, and a complete cross reference index is 
The divisions of the descriptive part are : (1) Signal 
bols and Signal Indications ; (2) Block Signaling ; (3) 
terlocking ; (4) Highway Crossing Signals, and (5)
sories. The last named division contains 18 subdivis10

sign*1'

Accès'

in which the apparatus and devices used in railway 
ing are illustrated and described.
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THE TAR TREATMENT OF MACADAM ROAD 
SURFACES.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

The Prevention of the Pollution of Canadian Surface
Vater. By ff Aird Murray, A pamphlet issued by the 
ornmittee on Public Health of the Commission of Conser- 

v,ltion, Canada, being a reprint of a series of three articles 
Written for the Toronto Globe and published early in Janu- 
ary, 1912.
secretary, Commission of Conservation, Ottawa.

Report on the Mining Accidents in Ontario, 1911. By
T. Corkill, chief inspector of mines. Bulletin No. 9, of 

*he Bureau of Mines, Dept, of Lands, Forests and Mines, 
Ontario.

The following report by the city engineer (Mr. L. S. 
Mackenzie) was presented at the last meeting of the Bristol 
(England) Corporation.

In accordance with the instructions of your committee, 
your engineer has carefully studied the results so far of the 
tar treatment of macadam road surfaces, and he has pre
pared a statement showing the cost of road maintenance 
each year since the tar spraying was adopted in 1906, and 
for the sake of comparison has also shown on the statement 
the average cost of maintenance during the three years prior 
to the system being adopted. The expenditure during the 
current year up till the nth January is also included, and 
on the basis of this expenditure he has estimated the total 
for the year ; but, although this shows some very satisfac
tory results, he does not propose to draw any comparisons 
from these estimated figures, but to limit his remarks to 
the period terminating on 25th March, 1911.

Copies may be obtained from James White,

F'fth Annual Report of the Came and Fisheries Depart-
niCnt, 1911, Province of Ontario.

Mechanical Stresses in Transmission Lines. By A.
^UeH- Bulletin No. 54, University of Illinois, Engineering 
-xPerimental Station. Copies may be obtained for 20 cents 

111 a««ressing The Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana,

Inductance of Coils. The average cost of cleansing the whole of the streets 
in the three years prior to the adoption of tar treatment was 
$145,360; for the year ending March, 1911, the cost was

By Morgan Brooks and H. M.
i^Urner. Bulletin No. 53, University of Illinois, Engineer- 
n£ Experiment Station. Copies may be obtained for 40 
;nts by addressing The Engineering Experiment Station, 
rbana, 111.

Preliminary Review and Estimate of Mineral Production

$140,875, showing a saving of $4,485; but a more striking 
and satisfactory result is that no fewer than 15,852 fewer 
loads of slop and sweepings had to be carted to tip ; this 
is very important, as a large proportion of this slop is pul
verized road stone.

f°r Yea 
a,0gist.
Le8:islative

r 1911. By Wm. Fleet Robertson, Provincial Miner- 
Preliminary review printed by authority of the 
Assembly of British Columbia.

PaPers and Reports Relating to Minerals and Mining.
tjlJnT)r’s'ng statement by the Minister of Mines, report on
7 E°El fields, report on coal mines, state coal mines; New
ealand.

The ' average cost of street watering 
in the three years above referred to was $21,255, while in 
the year ending March, 1911, it was only $14,035, a saving 
of $7,220. The cost of macadamizing, however, shows an 
increase of $6,075, but, whereas the total quantity of hard 
stone is practically the same, the weight of limestone used 
was 5,599 tons less, 
the cost of converting nearly three miles of old pitching 
to tar macadam, costing $8,000, also the laying dowm of an 
experimental length of “pitchmac,” costing approximately 
$3,000, so that in reality the cost of macadam maintenance 
for the year is $5,000 less than the average for the three 
years prior to the treatment, 
using tarred material for binding purposes has increased 
the cost of macadamizing, 
for the year under consideration was $37,880, and the total 
cost of the work on the road was $335,965, against $303,715, 
the cost prior to the use of tar showing an increased cost of 
$32,250, or, deducting the cost of special works, $21,250. 
During the period under revision 19 miles of private streets 
have been added to the highways.

Co

However, included in the amount is

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Municipal Catalogue No. 41 of Mussens, 

Montreal. Listing their municipal machinery and 
ent- Copies may be obtained from Mussens, Limited,

Supplies.United,
^rtuipm
Montreal.
On Lea ^igh-Duty Turbine Pumps.
Lonipany

i]jUst nCTy, qo West Street, New York, forward Bulletin K, 
gating the differed types of their turbine pump.

„anv ai,way Signals. The General Railway Signal Com- 
A a^’ Rochester, New York, forward loose leaf catalogues 

, Ct, mechanical interlocking machines and accessories, 
electric 
pure vu

Then, again, the cost of

The Lea Equipment 
manufacturers of high-duty turbine pumping The cost of the tar treatment

a9tl
interlocking machines and accessories.

.-„„y ^ Water.—The Roberts Filter Manufacturing Com-
i’l ,st’ . arby, Philadelphia, Pa., forward latest catalogue
at>d fi their water filters, pressure and gravity types,
(ley aPPurtenances. The catalogue contains a great
'‘eli valuable data useful for design and estimating, as 

ss iff

Although from these statistics no actual saving can be 
shown, your engineer submits the following points for con
sideration :—

1. The dust nuisance has practically disappeared.
2. The surface of secondary roads has been enormously 

improved.
3. The streets generally are cleaner than ever they

ustTations of manv installations of their anparatus.
Improved Concrete Machinery. Wettlaufer Bros., 
Cnt., forward catalogue illustrating different types 

Concrete mixers and their block machines.

T wereAr°nto
°f their' before.

4. Watering and cleansing have been extended into out
lying districts, where hitherto the water-cart had 
been seen.

5. Tips are becoming fewer and fat-her away, tending 
to increase the cost of haulage.

6. Cost of material has increased.
7. Conditions of traffic have entirely changed, and it is 

impossible to say what extra cost the city might have been 
put to if the tar spraying had not been introduced.

It was remarked that on a well made road accommodat
ing light traffic only, tar was an excellent coating ; 
badly constructed surface a coating of tar made the road 
worse than ever.

tv,cjta-iff on"Pulsating pumping machinery.

Co0(|

chin >
This

*crs, etc.
h„ 'wist

New 
drill

The Luitwieler Pumping Engine Company for- never
general catalogue No. 11, illustrating their sys-

General offices
I23 Aimes Street, Rochester, N.Y.

Roads Machinery. The Sawyer-Massev Company, 
Canada, forward folder illustrating different ma

ll
ery and apparatus made by them for use on good roads, 

screens, crushers, portable bins, graders,includes

Drills.
Bedford, Mass., forward catalogue illustrating 
reamers, milling-cutters, taps, dies, etc.

Patty
«Dir’

The Morris Twist-Drill & Machine Com- on a

s,
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from the followingThe gross earnings in 1911 came 

sources :—
EARNING AND OPERATION EXPENSES

1911
$ 10*566,393 

1,869,413
4,674,135
1,207,555

126,570,533
826,251

3,018,709

The aggregate earnings of Canadian railways from alf\ 

sources for 1911 were $188,783,493 an increase of $i4»- 
This was equal to 8.7 per cent. Oper- |

Passenger ..............................
Mails ................ .
Express ...................................
Baggage, parlor cars, etc.
Freight ...................... ............
Station and train privileges 
Telegraphs, rents, etc. . . ■

777,276 over 1910. 
ating expenses amounted to $i3I>°33,784, which sum was 
$10,628,343 larger than for 1910—or 8.8 per cent. Thus 
the increase in gross earnings was not quite equal to the 
increase in operating cost. The ratio of operating expenses 
to gross earnings was 69.4 ; or .2 higher than for the year $188,733,493

Operating expenses in 1911 amounted to $i3I>°34,7s4 
$10,629,344 more than for the year 1910. This increase wa 
equal to 8-8 per cent. The operating expenses per m1 
of line were $5,158, showing an increase of $290 over I9I°' 

A comparison of gross earnings, operating expenses an 
net earnings per mile of line since 1907 gives the followiu 
result :—

preceding.
The mtference between gross earnings and operating 

expenses was $57,698,708, as compared with $53,550,776 in 
This difference is popularly regarded as net operating

Certain
1910.
income ; but that is not a correct assumption, 
deductions, such as taxes, rents, interest on funded debt, 
etc., must be allowed before the true net income is ascer
tained. That income represents the amount available for 
dividends and the balance carried forward to profit and loss.

Net
earnings 
per mile
$1,914.73

1,724.90
1,078.40
2,165.83 
2,271.64

was as

Operating 
expenses 
per mile 
$4,620.90

4,673.30
4,339-53
4,868.60
5,158.85

Gross 
earnings 
per mile

$6,535.64 
6,397.21 
6,017.89 
7,033.93 
7,430.45

The equipment reported for the year 1911

The net earnings of $57,699,708 were equal to $2,271 
per mile of line—an increase of $105 over 1910. In this coi- 
nection it must not be forgotten that a considerable number 
of railways either failed to make ends meet or barely did so. 
More than 95 per cent, of the balance as between income 
and outgo, given above, urns really earned by twelve report
ing roads.

The amount paid out in dividends during the year was 
$30,577,740, of which $11,485,740 was on preferred and 
$19,092,000 on common stock. After all proper reductions 
had been made the amount carried forward to profit and loss 
for the year was $14,808,566. ■

The railways of Canada in 1911 earned $19,444,893 from 
outside operations, with expenses attached thereto of $14,- 
150,464. This left a balance of $5,294,428 to be credited to 
profit on that account.

The gross earnings foi 1911 were equal to $7,430 per 
mile of railway, showing an increase of $396 over the pre
ceding year.

The earnings from passenger service per passenger 
train mile were $1.348, and from freight service per freight 
train mile $2.376.

1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

:

fol

lows :— Number Increase
4,219 140
4,513 T93

127,158 7,445
9,578

Locomotives ..........................
Cars in passenger service 
Cars in freight service 
Cars in company’s service .
The aggregate mileage of revenue trains, passenger- 

freight and mixed, in 1911, was 89,716*533—an increase 
4,307,292 miles.

In addition, the mileage of non-revenue 
4,478,705. Of the revenue train mileage, 232,341 was 
fied as special.

The capacity of freight cars of the various classes 
a comparison for the years since 1907, is shown in the 
lowing- statement :—

930

was
das5*'

wit*1

trains

fol-

1908 19091907 Capacity 
in tons 

2,130,145 
584,455 
150,800
379,9s 1 

4,012 
71,085 
64,835

Capacity 
in tons 
2,048,227 

592,496 
133,578 
362,233 

4,000 
69,000 
67,410

Capacity 
in tons 
1,848,987 

535,i67 
122,550 
291,638 

2,632 
48,745 
59,200

No.No.No.
74,479
21,220

5,56i
11,721

72,862
21,781

5,047
11,616

Box ..........
Flat
Stock ........
Coal ..........
Tank ........
Refrigerator 
Other ........

66,934 
20, n 8 

4,73i 
10,060

197197132
2,465
2,273

2,423
i,94i

1,745
1,820

3,385,3*3117,916115,867 3,277,3942,908,903Total 105,540

MICROGRAPHICAL EXAMINATION OF METALS.
whir*1

a mild steel platewhich caused a boiler explosion ; ^
fractured on bending, although the test piece had Pa g 
the specification tests ; a locomotive axle which broke ^
the engine was traveling at express speed ; and a m°t0 t0

be due

The advantages of the use of the microscope in addition 
to chemical analysis and mechanical tests in the examina
tion of metals are set forth in an article by J. S. Primrose 
in a recent issue of Engineering. In the case of fractures, 
not only can the examination be made right up to the frac
ture itself, but also incorrect heat treatment or the presence 
of fatigue may be detected. Microphotographs are given 
illustrating the causes of a number of failures in iron and 
steel, which were revealed only by this method of analysis. 
These include the fracture of a w-rought-iron angle bar

fid

steering rod, the fracture of which was shown to
Attention is called to

facttheimperfect case-hardening, 
that a piece of work may often be examined by the iflict0

yinedeterbefore putting the material into service toscope
whether it is in the proper structural condition for use-
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so constructed as to use the surplus energy of the self
starter to operate electric search and tail lights and also to 
operate electric signs advertising the goods of the owner 
of the truck.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

Japan.—Dr. Fengoku and party, president of the Ina- 
toashura Power Company, is making a tour of several 
c‘ties in Canada and the United States to investigate the 
l°ng distance transmission of electricity. It is understood 
tkat large contracts for the supply of electrical equipment
are to be let in Canada or the United States at an early 
date.

Montreal, P.Q.—Plans for the new Canadian Northern
The station will bepassenger station have been- issued, 

one of the finest in America when completed, and will be 
one of the architectural attractions of Montreal. Access to 
the subway, through which the electric-driven trains of the 
railway will run, connecting the model city at the back of 
the mountain, and the business district of Montreal, will be 
obtained by means of stairways leading to platforms 
the trains. An up-to-date system of ventilation will be 
ployed to keep the air in the tunnel pure and fresh, 
main entrance will be from Dorchester Street, about the 
middle of the block, but access to the new station will also 
be possible from St. Monique and Mansfield Streets, while
another large entrance will be available on Lagauchetiere 
Street.

Ottawa, Ont.—The promoters of the dry dock for Que
bec have made an application to the Federal Government 
^0r an amendment of the charter in order that the subsidy of 
3 percent, maybe made on the sum of $5,000,000 in place of 
$4,Ooo,ooo as first mentioned. There is a clause in the laws 
Suverning the granting of subsidies which does not allow 
government aid on a sum exceeding $4,000,000, and it is to 
°Vercome this that the promoters are requesting that the law
be amended.

over
em-
The

Manchester, England.—The municipal authorities have 
ooade preparations tor a novel test that is expected to de- 
c'c'e the question of the relative merits of gas and electricity 
as an illuminant of city streets. To each system has been 
Plotted a certain section of the city for experimental pur
poses.

PERSONAL.

Mr. A. J. McPherson, city commissioner of Regina, has 
placed his notice of resignation before the 
council.

The competition will be conducted by the city itself 
and wil] be entirely unbiased. Each faction must light the

®ction which has been assigned to it, to the best of its 
abdit

municipal

Mr. C. W. P. Ramsey, who has been in the employment 
of the C.P.R for many years, has been appointed engineer 
of construction for eastern lines, with offices at Montreal.

Mr. E. L. Cousins, engineer to the Harbor Board of the 
city of Toronto, will make an inspection of several harbors 
along the waterfronts of certain cities in the United States.

Dr. M. Fengoku, Dr. J. Takashara and Mr. M. Ohtu
spent a few days in Toronto to gather information relating 
to the hydro-electric system of Ontario. All these gentle
men are prominent Japanese, 
of the Inamashura company which contemplates generating 
50,000 electrical horsepower 150 miles from Tokio to supply 
that city. At the present time no attempts have been made 
to transmit current for long distances in Japan and the 
party has come to America in order to study the problem. 
Previous to coming to Toronto the party visited Schenec
tady, Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

In making the final decision, the city council will 
mto account the initial expenditure, cost of mainten- 
and quality of illumination.

Victoria, B.C.—Certain farmers resident in the vicinity 
this city have made application to the municipal council

at the city garbage, instead of being dumped at sea, as is 
done
?s 'and 
ts in 
rePort 
Gestion.

y.
take i 
anCe,

at present, be shipped to their districts and utilized 
manure and for fertilization purposes. The matter 

the hands of the health committee, who will make a 
°n the proposition as regards the sanitary side of the Dr. Fengoku is president

Ottawa, Ont.—A deputation from North Bay waited upon 
e Federal Ministers to present a request that a canal be 

^ustructed from that municipality to the lakes.
°uld be in conjunction with the Georgian Bay canal 

scherne.

This

e Ca|gary, Alta.—The plans for the new building to be 
q Ctoc' f°r the management of the Canada Life Insurance 
jjj ^.Pany show a building that should be a credit to any 
des-11<^Pality. Messrs. Brown and Vallance, Montreal, the 
'pjle8jners> have used the arch to an advantageous extent.

the li

OBITUARY.

The death of Mr. David D. Drummond has beenwer portion is composed of bold stone work, and from 
ues started by the three main windows and door on 
rst floor (all similar in appearance) long panel windows 

L,ake their 
"thole

an
nounced.
Chicago Portland Cement Company ; 
at his home, Oglesby, 111., on March 8th last.

Mr. Drummond was vice-president of thethe
his death occurred

way to the upper story. A cornice surmounts the 
and the effect is unique in many ways. James Newark Leitch, C.E., B.A.Sc., is dead from 

pleuro-pneumonia. He was engineer in charge of the Public 
Works Department of the New Government House in To- 

Mr. Leitch was a son of James Leitch, Esq., K.C., 
chairman of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board. He 
was 25 years of age.

Quebec, p.q,—The Canadian Northern Railway have
°duced

Will o°Untry'
QUebePerate a passenger car to Lake St. Joseph from 
on ^c- The car will be operated by electricity generated 
rai]s ar<^ hy a gasoline engine. The car will run on the 
Wifl ^ or,dinary steam lines. It weighs forty tons, 
titnesmake ^ty miles an hour, will seat fifty at ordinary 
of ttyén^n<^ make from six to ten trips per day a distance

Montr
'eatures 6 past few days, has brought out many interesting 

e ^as ProPe'led craft and vehicles. Among
mils was an automatic starting auto truck that was

intr
a novelty in the method of train propulsion in 

A sub-comipany has been reorganized and
this ronto. •

MEETINGS.

A society has been formed in Regina with the intention 
of becoming the Saskatchewan branch of the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineers. For the purpose of drawing up 
a constitution, a committee was formed to which the follow
ing representatives of the various local branches of engineer-

®al, P.Q.—The motor boat show held in this cityVi

these
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIESing were appointed : A. J. MacPherson, chairman, ex-officio ; 
Carpenter, Government ; Smith, contracting ; Ball, electric- 

Wynne-Roberts, consulting ; Blackburn, mechanical ; 
Riley, surveyors; Thornton, city; Daniel, railways ; Wenger, 
heating.

ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, G. M. Lang 
Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta.

ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS.-President. 
J. L. R. Parsons, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina.

SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—President, N. Mc-

ALBERTA

al;

ASTRONOMICAL 
Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina.

COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION.-President, 
Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victoria, B-v*

BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.-President, E- T. 
Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H. Lauer, Montreal, Que.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.-President, 
Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamilton, On

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION.-President, Peter
Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaide Stre

BRITISH 
W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ;

ANNUAL DINNER OF ENGINEERS’ CLUB, 
TORONTO.

Wm. Norris,held their annualThe Engineers’ Club, of Toronto, 
dinner in the dining parlors of the club rooms on the even-

About eighty members were in
Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; 
Toronto, Ont.

of March 21st last. CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS' MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.- 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, Toronto

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.-President N. W. Ryerson, 
Niagara Falls ; Secretary, T. S. Young, Canadian Electrical News, Toronto.

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION —President, John Hendry, Van- 
Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

m g
attendance and listened with pleasure to the addresses of 
Dr. Ellis, Toronto University; Mr. C. H. Rust, city en
gineer, Toronto ; Mr. A. F. Macallum, city engineer, of 
Hamilton, Ont. ; Mr. C. H. Hays, and A. L. McAllister.

In addition to the above mentioned gentlemen, Mr. D.
couver.
Mana^er^Consc^mer^'SG.mSCompany,^TÔrônto^J^nKeiUor,^1 Secretary-Treasurer!

Hamilton, Ont. .
CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.-President, 

W. Doan, M.D-. Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis Dagger, 
Richmond Street Wqst, Toronto.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal. President 
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor Hot 
Montreal.

G. Boyd, Mr. R. A. L. Gray and Mr. Geo. iC. Ruff entertain
ed the meeting with singing and literary selections.

Mr. Willis Chipman, president of the club, occupied 
the chair.

gîi"S"c.S"=,fflS:
Ottawa, Ont.

At the meeting of the Engineering Society of the Uni
versity of Toronto Mr. J. E. Ritchie was elected president 
of the association.

Dr-THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-President, 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum, Ottaw

A. Goodchild; Secretary-
Mr. William Curtis was elected to the 

office of first vice-president, and Mr. H. R. Mackenzie will 
be the treasurer of the organization during- the coming year.

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, A.
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—President, D. McDonaW,
Manager, Montreal Street Railway; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond at- 
Toronto.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS.-President, Dr. Fern0' ' 
Toronto. ; Secretary. F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, Ottaw

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.-Toronto, Pr^gy 
G. Baldwin ; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets third Tues 
each month except June, July and August.

COMING MEETINGS.

CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto. Saturday Evening 
Lectures, 8 p.m. March 30th, “ Spectral Lines—their Arrangement and Con
stitution,” by Prof. J. C. McLennan, Toronto University. April 13th,—“ Lantern 
Experiments on Reaction in Non-homogeneous Systems,” by Prof. Kenrick, 
Toronto University.

Ottawa ;

Secret-

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.-President, Mr. R. A. Belanger, 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J. Chalmers; 
ary, B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta. ^

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—President, J- 
Ritchie; Corresponding Secretary, C. V. Ross.

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF MONTREAL.—Secretary, C. M. Strange, 9 Bea 
Hall Square, Montreal.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual convention will be held 
in the City Hall, Toronto, on June 18th and 19th, 1912. Secretary-Treasurer, 
Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas, Ont.

THE CLEVELAND ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—Regular Meeting, Tues
day, April 9th, 1912, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio. Symposium 
on the Elimination of Grade Crossings. F. W. Ballard, Secretary. PT‘ed$ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street West. 

Willis Chipman ; Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thursday 
during the fall and winter months.

-O

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.-President,
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C. ; Hon.
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, Que.

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY —President, B 0f 
Taylor; Secretary, C- McDermid, London. England. Canadian memo j|le. 
Council :—Prof. F- D. Adams, J. B. Porter. H. E. T. Haultain and W- bl
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.-President, George McPhillips : 
ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J. Brown, Sydney 
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. jj.

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX—PresidenL^,
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissioner
Halifax, N.S. vresiieat'.

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION-—Pwhitby ' 
Major. T. L. Kennedy; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E. Farewell. 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole. ,ei6bt'

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION.-President, T. B- sp 
Toronto ; Secretary, Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto- pooth,

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm. J- vV'
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal. etary,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—secr 
J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. p g.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—President. 
Baker, F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, no.
Hall Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.—President, Prof. Louis B.
Toronto; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Dr. A. McGill, Ottawa. Pre 
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE,
VERS1TY.—President, J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. Cole.

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION—Preside11 • 
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brandon, Man. et*rfj

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.-President, R. R.NieJd: Se, e%cet 
W. H. Rosevear, 115 Phoenix Block, Winnineg. Man. Second moi 
June, July and August, at Winnipeg.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester Street
West, Montreal. President. W. F. TYE r Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod.
VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary-Treasurer, R. W. 

Macintyre
QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, P. E. Parent ; Secretary, S. S. Oliver. Meet

ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.
TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, T. C. Irving : 

Acting Secretary, T. R. Loudon, University of Toronto. Meets last Thursday 
of the month at Engineers’ Club.

MANITOBA BRANCH—Secretary E. Brydone Jack. Meets every first and third 
Friday of each month, October to April, in University of Manitoba, Winni
peg.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman. Geo. H. Webster: Secretary,
Dutcher, 319 Pender Street West, Vancouver. Meets in Engineering Depart
ment. University.

OTTAWA B,RANGHQttawa Chairman, S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa; Secretary, 
H Victor Brayley, N.T. Ry„ Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months ; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

sMOl<B'

Secte1-

Mines*

H. K.

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.-President, Chas. Hopewell, 

Mayor, Ottawa; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. 
Thomas, Ontario.

UNION OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES—President, H. H. Gaetz, Red 
Deer, Alta. ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Medicine Hat, Alta.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President. W. Sanford 
Evans, Mayor of Winnipeg: Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C., 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount-

THE UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES—President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk, Fredericton.

UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden, Antigonish, N.S, ; Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater, N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg; Secretary, Mr. Heal, Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES—President, Mayor 
Nanaimo, B.C, ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey

gtevV»1'1'

sided*!

off1"
McGILB

\Vid

Planta. 
Centre, B.C.



Further information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred to.

Tenders
Close.Place .of Work.

Calgary, Alta., designs for aque-
r . duct .......................................
vaigary, Alta., steel highway
p, bridges ................................
Fredericton, N.B., concrete sub

structure and approaches
p, to bridges ...............................
Fredericton, N.B., culvert, Mc-
P Kenzie Hollow .......................
Coderich, Ont., extension to 
p, breakwater and dredging ..Apr. 15. 

ulifax, N.S., garbage in
cinerator

Issue of. Page.

Feb. 22.May 1. 70

68Mar. 14.Apr. 15.

Feb. 29.Apr. 1.

Feb. 7.Apr. 3.

Mar. 21.

Mar. 14.Mar. 27.Holland
j house .....................................

ethbridge, Alta., grading, sani-
j tary sewers, etc....................... Apr. 11.

orneville, N.B., extension to
», breakwater ............................

°°se Jaw, Sask., turbo-gen- 
w orating set ; generator .... Mar. 30.

°°se Jaw, Sask., prime mover 
j, equipments, etc.

°°se Jaw, Sask., supply of

Island, B.C., light-
Mar. 21.Apr. 20.

Mar. 14.

Feb. 7.Apr. 1.

Feb. 7.

Feb. 7.Mar. 29.

M coal
°°se Jaw, Sask., laying sewer 

aud water mains 
a8:ara

Mar. 2i.Apr. 13.

Mar. 21.Mar. 29.Hi
Falls, Ont., pave-

°akvTlt
works
'Va, Ont., alterations to fuel

Poin,eSting building ............
1 Atkinson, B.C., concrete

Powder, etc.................................
Crey, B.C., plans for uni-

Pon lrsitV ...................................July 31.
Princ^rt^ur’ ®nt., paving ....Apr. 8.

e Albert, Sask., sewer and
Sas.Waterworks ....................... Mar. 29.
Sas,at°°n, Sask., pavement ..Apr. 5. 

atoon, Sask., labor on storm
Sas], ewers ........................................

Sask., sewer and
St. y ater construction ..............  Mar. 29.

/'r°me. Que., hydro-electric
-p}stallation ............................

ornas, Ont., Port Stanley
aterworks

Mar. 21.Apr. 1.
Ont., sewage disposal

Mar. 14.Apr. 1.°tta
Mar. 21.Apr. 9.

Mar. 21.Apr. 20.

Feb. 7. 
Mar. 14.

Mar. 14. 
Mar. 14.

Feb. 29.Mar. 29. 72

Feb. 29. 72

68St. Feb. 7.

Mar. 21.Mar. 29. 70

Calgary, Alta.—Tenders will be received until May 1st, 
1912, for concrete structures in about half of the area com
prising the eastern section of the C.P.R. Company’s 
Irrigation Block, Alberta. Plans, specifications, and full in
formation will be furnished after April 1st, 1912, on applica
tion to A. S. Dawson, Chief Engineer, C.P.R., Calgary, Alta. 
(Advt. in Canadian Engineer).

Hamilton, Ont.—Separate tenders will be received until 
5 p.m., April 10th, 1912, for the laying of a 48-inch steel in
take pipe 2,200 feet in Lake Ontario from the Hamilton water
works filtering basins, with gate house, crib, piling, etc. 
Also for the laying of a steel and concrete conduit from the 
Beach Pumping Station to the filtering basins, with gate 
house, piling, manholes, etc. Specifications, etc., on file at 
the office of A. F. Macallum, City Engineer.
City Clerk, Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tenders for approximately 6,500 
crete poles will be received by the City Clerk, Hamilton, up 
to 10.30 a.m., April 10th, 1912. Plans and specifications may 
be secured at the Hydro-Electric Department Office, City 
Hall, Hamilton. E. I. Sifton, Consulting Engineer; Geo. H. 
Lees, Mayor.

London, Ont—Specifications and forms of tender for the 
following material may be obtained on application : 
tons 18-inch cast-iron pipe; 450 tons 12-inch cast-iron pipe; 
25 tons 10-ineh cast-iron pipe; 5 tons 8-inch cast-iron pipe; 
65 tons 4 to 6-inch cast-iron pipe ; 35 tons special castings of 
various types and sizes. H. J. Glaubitz, General Manager.

Medicine Hat, Alta.—Tenders for the construction of a 
brick and stone church for the parish of St. Barnabas, 
Medicine Hat, will be received up to noon of April 12, 1912. 
Plans and specifications may be) seen in the office of Turpin 
Bros., Medicine Hat; at the Builders’ Exchange, Calgary, 
and at the office of James C. Teague, architect, 312 Domin
ion Bank Bldg., Calgary. J. H. Collier, Secretary to Vestry, 
Medicine Hat, Alta.

Montreal, Que.—Tenders will be received until April 3, 
1912, for laying a water pipe for the village of Dorion. 
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office of the 
engineer. V. H. Dupont, 62 St. James, Montreal.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tenders will be received up to noon 
of April 17th, 1912, for contract “D” consisting of ;—

Sec. 1—Water-tube boilers and accessories.
Sec. 2—Mechanical draft equipment.
Sçc. 3—Fuel economizer.
Sec. 4—Coal and ash handling equipment.

Specifications and all information obtained on application to 
J. D. Peters, Electrical Superintendent, Moose Jaw. City 
Commissioners, Moose Jaw.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be received by the Depart
ment of Public Works, up to 4 p.m., of April 3, 1912, for in-

S. H. Kent,

con-

—too

Sudbury, Ont., sewers, etc..........Apr. 17.
Sydney Mines, C.B., annex to 

hospital
Toronto, Ont., storm overflow

sewer, Garrison Creek ....Apr. 9.
Toronto, Ont., waterworks ma

terials .........................

Mar. 21.PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.
Mar. 30. Mar. 21.

The following Plans (P.) and Specifications (S.) are on 
file for reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
•The Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, 1 oronto :—
Bids close Noted in issue of

3- 25 Prime mover equipment, electric lighting
equipment, etc., Moose Jaw, Sask...............

4- 8 Paving, Port Arthur, Ont...................................
4-n Grading, sanitary sewers, cement

walks, etc., Lethbridge, Alta 
(Lethbridge plans and specifications are on file at The 

Canadian Engineer Office, 820 Union Bank Building, 
Winnipeg. )

Mar. 21.

Apr. 2.
Welland, Ont., road machinery .Apr. 2.

Apr. 2.

Mar. 21. 
Mar. 21. 
Mar. 21.(S.) 3-7

(S.) 3-21
Welland, Ont., stone .................
Westmount, B.C., sewer and

paving, Western Ave.............
Winnipeg, Man., drawings for

Parliament Buildings ..........
Winnipeg, Man., well turbine

Mar. 28. Mar. 21.
(P. & S.) 3-14

Mar. 31. Jan. 25. 

Mar. 14.Apr. 1.pumps

TENDERS PENDING.
TENDERS.In Addition to Those in this Issue.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 59March 28, 1912.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
We are particularly eager to get notesReaders will conter a great favor by sending in news items from time to time.

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc. 
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.
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_ j r:ii received until April Sth^ 
Vernon, tl.e.-Tcndcrs wi 6o ca5t„iron manhole

for the supply and del^.® y . h cast-iron or galvan- 
complete with eitnei w Vernon,

D. G. Ttate, City Cleric, vemv

Victoria, B.C.—Tenders fo, sections of «*»
work will be received up to noon M J & main trunk
struction and completion, r®ad7 icipai boundary on

swttSV? BHæ/s-ïr:0 "

CANADIAN ENGINEERTHE
6o

terior fittings post office, Por‘ w°Mr. Arm-
specifications to be seen on Pp Qnt . Mr. T A. Hastings.
"of Ms? Postal Station >, Toronto, and at Depart- 

meD Ottawa^‘0nV--Tenders will be received at
Public Works until Aprilgth, 1912.dr^e. e plans> etC-; at
machinery for a 3 À 1 ar district Engineer, Merchants
offices of J. L. Michaud Esq., Dist ^ Engineer,

g*£Sîiriirï5ti; t-,--.-. »•> »< =►
payment of Public Works, Ottawa.

1912,
frames and covers, 
ized iron mud baskets. 
B.C.

the office of
construction of

Law 
C.M.C.

Victor,., B.C.—Tenders - k 
March 30th, 1912, for supplylMf R Fowler, C.E., Municipal 
castings. Plans, etc ^ °StreeL Victoria.
Engineer, 10 Law Cham , d for an addition to

Welland, Ont.—Tenders a Home Welland, tenders to be 
the Welland County Industrial Ho , and specifications
received until the 3rd of Apnl i9I2.chitectj ^ A C.
at the office of T. L. mono > Home Committee.
Wilson, Esq., Chairman invited for the following

Westmount, Que. Tenders ' May, 1912:— 
supplies for the year commencing (e)ySewer pipes.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders fo th PP lity screened % 
lbs. per ton), more or here mentioned in form

lump steam coal, to be deli „ ^ igI2) at the office
of tender, will be receive: Department of Public Works,
of R. C. Desrochers, Secretary, P 0f t L Michaud,
Ottawa. Specifications, etc^ a bants’ Bank Building, St.
Esq., District Engineer, M Esq., District Engineer,
James Street, Montreal; J. G. ^g. Department of
Confederation Life Building, loronro,
Public Works, Ottawa. the Depart-

Ottawa, Ont.-Tenders will be received^ ^ {or
ment of Public Works, Ottawa un 1 etc. at
dredging required Department of Public Works,
Ottawa. C6(See advt. in Canadian Engineer

Ottawa, Ont.-Tenders will be received untd Apnl^,.
1912, for the construction of an extens^ ^ offiœs q{ j G. 
Head, Bruce County Ont J Eonfe,derati0n Life Bldg., 
Sing, Esq., District Log1 ’n:,tr;ct Engineer, Windsor, 
Toronto: H. J. Heal. On,.

S... Maty, Department ol

2,000

(a) Cement.
(b) Sand.
(c) Crushed stone.

SpecifiLtmns e^c c^n je^obtained aVthe^ ^ ^

Currie, City burveyu , Anril ird, 1912. .,
by City Clerk, up to noon of Apr 3 d until _ April

Winnipeg, Man. Tenders wi ials required in the
:8th, to-a, tor li?'", d4 y»r£“ro»V»«
erection of a »“h‘” f , at office of City 
T“r Men™ MP Peiereon, Secretary. Board of

(f) Bricks.
(g) Farm tile.
<h) office'of Archibald 

received

Ont. ;
and _
Public Works Ottawa received by the Dept of

Ottawa, Ont.-Tenders w dredging required at
Public Works untd April 9, 9 - ification.s and form of
?LJe0rhcanHbeb0orbtain!d oS SpHcation to the Secretary, Dept.

Of Public works, Ottawa. ^ April IS,
Ottawa, Ont.—'Tenders.W1 ordance with the plans and

1912, for the construction, m ac er^ o{ a reinforced concrete
' specifications of the Commm ^ be obtained at the

sewer at St. Bomfac • ’chief Engineer, Ottawa, and
office of Mr. Gordon Gran , Boniface, Man.
rFARyGanM™’ theStCoEmmissioners of the Transcon

tinental Railway, Ottawa. Aprii ,8,
Ottawa, Ont.-Tenders will be^re»' dredgiM basin at 

1912, for the construction of a the offices of
Sarnia, Lambton County Ont Plan .^.c,^^ . j G
H. J. LaBb, ^' 2er federation Life Bldg., Tor- 
Sing, Esq., Dist. C S h postmaster at Sarnia, O •
TV D.sr“bS IS£a“ &pt. «I r-blic Works. Ottawa.
R. C. Desrochers, received until March 29,

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders -n tbe erection of new
mI2 for the several trades requ school building on
school building on dIa™ afUUm cleaning apparatus complete 
Morley Avenue, and forvacuum fitt;ngs at Br0Wn School, 
for five schools; manualIt g , be superintendent of
gestions, «y" $c w Hodgson. Chlirman o, Cm-

S“";T".ho,ti, to, ,h=

S,° Alban’s Cathedral. Messrs. S,mo«

& ^Toronto, Ont.-The Chamnat^consOTrtffin 

City Hall, Toronto, will receive s igl2. Specifica-
of concrete walks, up to n f ^ ,0bt’ained at the office
tiens may be seen and fermsof tenu (Mayor),
of the City Tngmecr ToronOi v
Chairman of the Board of Contre 1 ^ Apn,

Vancouver, B.C.—Tenders section of the Bridge
2nd, .9:2, for the c°P^UCntmTentfh and Sixteenth Avenues, 
Street trunk sewer, be^®erhi Creek trunk sewer, from
Seventh LTnWoV.leventh ^

McOheen Cit, C,=*. C„, Ha„. Va„-

couver.

Office, Winnipeg.

CONTRACTS AWARDED.
0^

Fredericton, M-.^-Th. 'domE'

the construction of toe
C0UCue.ph,a Ont. The ^ Commssije^ave awa

the following contracts 1th Bond Hardware Co. ;b
SSi SSrSS* ;JatesdaS£,=EStop-"«-

Brantford; cast-iron pipeK Engine Co., Walkerville. 
Hamilton; valve boxes, Engi Transportatiop

London, Ont—The L°tndPn w^tbthe^ Hydro^-Electric <3°» 
Company has signed a con horse-power, at *28 tbef

on new cars and ■*

Toronto, have been a^def ,h the Temiskaming R‘,1.rhe
•ion -f. '“V^fYherorke »b=»« »>8 «fi,»»
S™né,h-Prî.=. aie?,'1to'r toousS.,^

girtiSAtoVand «»«, *****
T;.™T«»Br,ayon..-M.«rs. Bar,.,. *

pany have received a J’iL(pVT'iJ'bc" increased ,’6°CoC' 
“D ” The storage capacity win oe bushels.
bushels, making a total capacity of 3,580,000
tract price, $t'-O0,°oo. __ dian padfiç-Railwa^^
panjThas3*^^  ̂^ 

the contract for the con vice on R00tcnay Lake, e<)
Columbmf Messrs!6Whalen and
contract for the construction cf twosteamcr, J

be 14 feet diamcter
long.

the

rded
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“ Colonade ” Apartments, Kansas City, Mo. 
Sellers & Marquis, Roofers.
J. W. McKecknie, Architect.
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Best for Apartment Houses.
Special Note

r I ''HE “ COLONADE ” apartments in Kansas City, 
Mo., illustrated herewith, have Barrett Specifica-

We advise incorporating 
in plans the full wording 
of The Barrett Specifica
tion, in order to avoid 
any misunderstanding.

If any abbreviated form 
is desired however the 
following is suggested :

ROOFING—Shall be a 
Barrett Specification 
Roof laid as directed in 
printed Specification, re
vised August 15th, 19x1, 
using the materials speci
fied, and subject to the 
inspection requirement

tion Roofs.
The owners selected this kind of roofing because they 
wanted first of all the least expensive roof which would 
give proper protection.
As a Barrett Specification Roof will last 20 years and over without 
care or attention and as its cost is less than that of any other per
manent roof covering, they made no mistake on that point.
The owners wanted low annual charges, and Barrett Specification 
Roofs were satisfactory in that respect as they require no painting 
or care.
The owners also wanted proper protection against fire and as these roofs are 
considered by fire underwriters as slow burning construction, and, as such take 
the base rate of insurance, everything was satisfactory on that point.

It's always the same story—when ultimate costs and satisfactory service are 
carefully considered, Barrett Specification Roofs are selected.

Further information about Barrett Specification Roofs will be supplied free on 
request.

The Paterson Manufacturing Co., Limitedl
t Vancouver St. John, N.B. Halifax, N.S.WinnipegTorontoMontrealt

Iff

«**
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Erie and Pacific Railway Com-62
taeetsoll to S«atford 3S ,in Railway

°< *• N“i”“1 TI“S-
“‘“l,RT“Si,“”is.'y and

""To'dS CaMd“ianPk'ci“c toilwaj'tom Toulon to a point 

°° 't'o^Ô V»coR»v™ï: Westminster and Yukon Railway Com- 

— Sgny from Gob*»

b“ To'Se’kSdfvalley Railway Company,

Forks up the North Fork 5° ™ “Q Railway Company, from 
To the Esquimau and ft»» «“!Ucjride Junction to 

SS1 « SnA-m skndwioh .0 Camph.il River.

Company near Campbell rivei ^
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, ioo mil .

_ I «task —Mr W F. Lee, Winnipeg, has the
rB?vridfc^rM,^^ pany,

contract 
mately 5,000 
being $2.38, net. Pembroke Railway Com-Stitt and

their price being $8,795-the
the contract,

for the construction of ap- 
pavement in the town of 

Chas. H. Kaumeir, of Port 
, see the

Welland, Ont.—The contract
yds. of streetproximately 37,000 sq.

Ï3ËSEsrtSiPSf » ,
block on Clarke Street, A- 

Richardson, owner ;

To

from Grand
Winnipeg, Man.—Apartment

building contractor ; o. u.Jameson 
estimated cost, $75.000.

RAILWAYS—STEAM AND ELECTRIC.

Brantford, Ont.-Plans have m^connSn.^thfma^Hnt 

Trunk Railway for a five-mile cu route through the grounds 
Tillsonburg branch by a sh commenced

of the Ontario Institute for theJ B md Work wui crossings
this spring. The new . ;ne. Wl1 .f^mnanv a terminal depot 
around the city, and industrial land will
for all branches. A large tract f ^ which includes a

T.»r“ -.. the G-"i Ri"G 16 *bOU'

$200,000.

New Subsidies.
To the Fredericton and Gstand Lake Coalf

to Marysville’

TLittle River through^elle Marche to

and

Mining and MbgMCMgg;new
from 
3 miles. MillvilleTo the Southampton Railway Company, from
to Pokiok Bridge, on the St_ John RlJ“’ ÎL board Railway

To the Northern New Brunswick and S * t0 the

Roi- o- Carr»»

POi,ToBthÎNÔltf Shorn Rd“arGmpm,y, for th. Mlo«M
lines: (a) From Ad.maville, Kent county, ^ S ^ ^ (b)

52

St George) in Dorchester County, to a point in the Pan gX. 

miles.

the Railway Commis- 
railway linesSiO-S^' .0 HOP.,

552 SaSefî™ sÏÏÎeyed line. «-r *• .

Cal., On.—The toe ha, .,«= ^
' tb« S "!n to ktoto a, the Lake En. andbonus from 

miles in extent
Northern Railway. the Canadian

province of Ontario. I he Montreal the contract
Pacific Railway, bet^®nbeg„°ie° Vll branch off from the 
for which has recently been kL wwest of Smith s
present C.P.R. lme at Glen - > Rpiieville, whence it will 
Falls, and go thence S^wth-w st lake shore, return-
parallel the Grand Trunk lme al g ■ for entrance
ing to the C.P.R. s present line at Aein c p R win get
into Toronto. By thus planni g between Montreal and 
L,ranee into every " ,ie Land Trunk. The
Toronto now served exclusively Dy ound rails.
G P R’s new lme will be lata wim 3 , ,
„ i,°,rr,^etots „^;r,&inr».'To-i«F-

iM SiTtoFfrum St. John to Grand F.to,-^ mii.s,
ÏÏÏÆ* aC„deM°,°to„ne Railway Company. f™» 

Me”¥:™e HaDH,Ta™.d,y1!55pW S’ Chicen.imi County-

Howard, county of Argen-

R ail way ComPaI1-' 
miles.

Canada and Gulf Terminal

To the totfdS^a Ri,«*. »
Pontiac County, 45 miles. Railway Company

To the St. Charles and Hudson Riv« R J Railway 
from the main line of the Quebec and Lake St. Jo 
at Indian Lorette, to Stoneham, 7% miles. ^tineM*1

For a line of railway from the National Trans^ ^ tbe
Railway at or near mileage 37. Bay 30O miles-
mouth of the Nottaway River, on James Bay, 3

To the Simcoe, Grey and Bruce Railway Company,
Orillia to Kincardine, 5° miles. _ . Railway Q°!il-

To the Algoma Central and Hudson Bay 1 fic Rah 
between its junction with the Canadian Pa 65

and with the National Transcontinental Ran

To the 
from Matane,

40 mFrom Ste. Agatne des Monts to
teUill7te5rpm1vfncial and James Bay Railway Company, 
--St'S Quebec50 Railway Company.
'->rBtod"Sa"tq"R^,ppan,

St Joachim toward, Seven '•'*»f^„” « poi«. «ear
mJsVw." on the National Tran.con.inen.al

J°Toutlie Algoma Cen.ra. an^ Hudso, Ba^y.C^

pany for 'F'FiT. fc Mw» between White River
s’DM,’»h%c“™»dVo|

'r„,°onh.LCc”îd“n Racihe Railway toward, the National

kækû'Hs * »d *-a point near Sudbury northerly, 43° miles.

froih

from

pany,
way
miles.

from F°rt
Rainv River Radial Railway Company, f»1\itt\e 

Lake of the Woods, to the mouth ofTo the 
Frances, on

From Galt to Port Dover, 58 miles ; (b) from Par

■’î’SJîMine, and Algoma Railway Company,

*•* SSS-c***

- (a>

fr

To the ..
from Hamiota to Birtle, 30 rm es. from Cat

To the Alberta Pacific Ra’Bfythe Canadian PfifR
Hills, towards Calga •

1 c°
to the Crow’s Nest 
way, thence to the 
miles.

k

7d

a 
P.



Manufacturer of
Galvanized Wire 
Machine Banded

WOOD 
STAVE PIPE
Continuous
STAVE PIPE
RESERVOIR

TANKS
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.
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WMéM

[V/J
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> >’
4

f.
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«
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■

For City and Town Water 
Systems, Fire Protection, 
Power Plants, Hydraulic 
Mining, Irrigation, etc.

m

r.* *«# ^ 'X
WjM

v;;,i/
■*s / Fh/Z particulars and estimates 

furnished.
BB66IÈI Hi

48 in. CONTINUOUS STAVE LINE.

PACIFIC COAST PIPE COMPANY, LTD.
Factory : 1551 Granville Street, VANCOUVER, B.C. P.O. Box 563.

!|
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NORTHERN ELECTRIC INTERPHONES
for the FACTORY, OFFICE 
BUILDING, RESIDENCE or 

APARTMENT HOUSE.
mMT

I
An Interphone System is the latest, most 

sanitary and approved method of inter-com
munication. It replaces the old-faShioned 
speaking tube which was never anything more 
than a receptacle for dust and dirt. HALL

LAUNDRY H LIBRARY

!'diningROOT

Owing to the quickness with which instruc
tions can be given, orders can be transmitted 
and received almost instantly.

All the advantages of a personal interview 
are obtained without travelling from one place 
to another.

DEN

The system is available for use at all hours 
of the day or night independent of an operator, 
hence no operating expenses.

BETTER WRITE TO-DAY FOR BULLETIN 1061.

ft AND M F C. CO » "'HorfkmE/ecfr/e &

and MANUFACTURING CO-un,™ ^
Manufacturer and Distributor of Telephone Apparatus, Electrical Supplies and Fire Alarm Apparatus for every possible

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg regina calgary
need.

VANCOUVER
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t rpi hoard of works will seek a,u

“* T„m»r"h= mu.idP.l~-»! intend » 

the following water works material^ pumping
Two 36-inch mams under tracks, m ................ $44,459 °°

station to Front Stree^^ - •/ "burst Streit 55,o48 00
5SS m™n -tong MW"> ^

Street ...................
36-inch main cross town

STooo 000-gallon triple-expansion engines, oo

^nduding tbe
Local Improvement Debt) is as o o
General Debenture Debt ..........

Works Debt -----’
Electric Power Distn-

THE CANADIAN
64
To the Burrard Inlet Tunnel^and^ Bridge^ Comp ^mour 

From Eburne to Seymour^re k, ’ Seymour Creek to

&ZSJS. “mile5, ”d) fro= Fender V~~~.
,0 NT„r,ïi.=VSnra«dieTr;u2kK.dw.y Company;

Brandon, 25 miles. R , -ye and Willow River Railway 
,hCFC,om aUid“ko™h. ârand Ttn.k Paofic, »»

From Harte to

.. 33,535 00
line, Beverley Street to ^ o0

To
Company :
B““Æ NLTÏnàSko.n.mve^jy Com,

,h, Nnsog. GulHo Ground^ c From P==ti=,on
international boundary, 50 miand Vernie Railway Company: 

miles

From

Two
To the 
point on the 

To the Calgary 
Calgary to Fernie, 100

wpiiand Ont.—The first gara^Welland and Lake Erie Railway 
In March 23rd last. The road was 
drick Leitch, C.E.

From $26,415,642 3°to a
$9,120,321 22

completed section^ of
was ’ J "™ ''Taora 1

Water 
Debt for

button Plant
4,950,000 00Mr. Hen- $14,070,321 22

INDUSTRIAL works.light, heat and power. buildings and
Pioneer Tractor 

Wheelock, o1pl Jt, ln,T,™=nH,?S.“&“r"m to” ffZ

council at an early date. Lonuon and Lake
London, Ont.—The manag^^t^* ^ supply of 500 

Erie Railroad have signe commissioners. The
*'«•“» 16 wW

on new cars and equipment city states that the
Winnipeg, Man.—A report fro ^ nQW under

Winnipeg Ekctric Company ^ The Manitoba Power
the control of United Sta s P , report further men- Company are the purchasers and Jiejepo^ ^ ^ A
tions that the sub-comp value of the Winnipeg Electric
complete appraisement Messrs Foster and Rich*Company is now being made by^ ^ A {urther staff 
ardson -of J. G. White &- C■ tenSions and developments,
is at work on plans of P"P°^n“ Falls on Winnipeg River 
including that of the Big re-organization at an esti-
which will be carried out after J g Flinsch, treasurer 
mated cost of $.4,000,000. RudolphL- financial depart-

. White & Co-, 15 1=;.2a,gew YoA bankers wh°S6ment of the work representmg New^York ^ q{

yr: a^vrVuVk. i, » *s*
kvs&st * "-«= — *°ve $,4'°co'c~- '

Alta Tt is reported that theCalgary, Alta.—It is r y . Dr.
Company will erect a m the matter.
Winona, Wisconsi , Caigarv Herald intend to erect

Calgary, Alta. The 8 - Seventh Avenue and Fir
ten-story building ^ and steel construction.
Street West. It will be United Lumber Com

Coquitlam, B-C—The a. >a (,rection of a new mill i
Panv have ^^st ra Canada Power Company will suP 
this town. The Wes«-. u machinery. „
ply the power to operate have been opened 0

Edmonton, Alta.. — Negotia - g Brody as
EhSrtfkVSS-io,*! —™ *. -*•

tress factory.
Fredericton,
nuestion -of erecting a

is chairman of the fire co™™1 ^lectric Commissioners
London, Ont.—The H house in this city. . e

erect a storage building and Street, edj teem to
building will be erected ^ enough to acC

» >. - - •—
S. board o, Müling C,m,a„ b*«

Medicine Hat, Alta, lne fe . c^ty The contr
decided to erect a mlUl^Æ municipality calls, for * 
between the company an<^*bon dollars in the construct^ 
company to spend, Va rfrei flour mill and an oat meal ™ |earS 
a cmtaTplan^TL city gives free natural gas for -

ancl i2£v.^ rt-r5 ssrsf
tion company are considering ^ mentioned in the repor •

**£S?S

düsss».V&È*s±: SK'STS j»:provements , |rantford, new public buildings,ol®ng-
provements), $2,000, d (revote), $15,000; ing<000; Chesley public butltogs, (revert u* pubUc bulldi»8
wood, Pubbc buildings,$-5_, public building, $20,000, F e 
tower clock, $2,000, o/ Fort William, Customs
William, drill hall, $3 » <cr00oo- Grimsby, public 
and examining warehouse, $5 - Vding (extension and^,0',
ings $.o,œo; Ha^on.^ebleler public building, ^ ’^d;
provements), $22,000, $,0000- Lindsay, public -p,
Lakefield, public buddig, ’Lindsayj driH hall, $25’ ub-
ing, tower clock, et,^’ $r|’v5ements), $,o.ooo; Markham, 
London, postoffice (i P Midland, PubbC; diti^’
lie building (additional and^$2^^^^ public butl^,;
ing (additional amount), F > (additional amount),9 0,-$5 000; MitchelL pubhc bmldmg Uddition ^ hall> $^jjj
Newmarket, public .building, $ 5, ^ 0ttaWa new 0 -

°|îoa^; Palmerston"3 public building, > 
Paris Public building, tower and

N.B.—The
n? w

the will
The

' of Messrs

garbage, sewage and water.
thi*engineering deparment 

filtration plant to cost 
install

Calgary, Alti.-The municipal
‘^council have not decided tohave prepared plans

The municipal$200,000.
the plant as yet. across the river atGalt Ont.—A project to erect a dam follow this,

JT’A-Æ », Water C=m„i,*-„. 

They include the following .
Archibald, Winnipeg  .■
‘Archibald, Winnipeg alternat,ve
W. Manders, Mo=se„ Jg aundVrs' ' Hurst Engi-Wilson, Townsend & Sau d winnipeg.. 56,000

neering and Construclio ......... 34,352
Moose law Construction Compa^treal . 49,100
Atlass Construction Company £ al„
Atlass Construction Company,   52,000

ternative .................................. 'o_ .. 41,900
W. Newman Company, Winnipeg • • • • •1 36,q73
Navin Bros., Mc>ose bT‘X) ' ' au(:rnative..........  41,000
Navin Bros., Moose Jaw, alternat

n t tvip Water Commissioners of this 
Petrolea, Ont.—The W of waterworks engi-

will receive aPpllcatl0i^arcflr 27th next. Applicants must hold 
neer up to ““F® ^^liftate and state salary required- 
hrS-'V£*™«r of th. commission.

$38,175
44,075
50,000

GOO', 
hall, 
000 ;

a s
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fTHE TRIPLEX BLOCK!)
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A Triplex Block hung from a temporary rigging and used for laying pipe.

What is the Life of aTriplex Block?
W/T, don’t know. Triplex Blocks built by the Yale 
™ and Towne Co. at the very beginning—twenty- 

are still in actual use. The Triplexfive years ago
Block of to-day possesses greater lasting powers. VÇhth its steel parts its 
chain superior to any other—its non-wearing gear movement—and the guar
antee of a rigorous test before shipment under a fifty per cent, overload. 
It will outlast the man who buys it, no matter how young he may be.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
LIMITED

Fairbanks Standard Scales — Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines 
Safes and Vaults

TORONTO WINNIPEG 
VANCOUVER VICTORIA

ST. JOHN OTTAWA 
SASKATOON

MONTREAL
CALGARY

1
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to ove;

Saskatoon, ’sask. - m^de^coTstruc-
held a sitting at this point, ^ teolace the structure at present

“'“J cÏLrîX Ont-T,.e m.mtipa,

notice of their ^enS^are bitulithic and vitrified
and highways. Them unts to $43,°<x>.
brick and the estimated cot vicinity of this

St. Catharines, Ont.-Two bridges ^ recent thaw, 
badly damaged^^^ ^ œoss the Twenty Mils

considering the

66
„ Perth, public buildings ^5,0^ Peterboro, posv 
buildmg (addition to), $ >5 ti’mprovements), $7>5°o; 

ocx); Port Hope, pub 1 examining warehouse, $60,-Port Arthur, Customs hou=e and exam^ *heB)ume> public
ooo ; Preston, public building, $io,, Toronto,
building, $5,ooo ; ,PUa;,s coo • Toronto, Customs ex
postoffice (additional story), $ 5, > t postal station
Lining warehouse, $300,000; Toronto, east P Coll
“G,” $5o,c^; Toronto postal s^io^^vicm pQStal
street and Spadma ave:nue), $5 > ’building, $15,000; Wal-

(revote), «=0,000; Beaverton h»rb“ ngtoo,
OOO) Bellevaio tortor Umprovem».^, *St«Oston

h «STBSS! ,*«;
of north pier $.0,ooo; Kingston, harbor (improve.
$100,000; Orillia, wharf, $4, - . rf *25,000; Picrnc
ments), $25,000; Parry œI00’000- Picton, harbor

nHd^ÏTP$me^ntSPo°rtCBurwen (improvements to harbor 
(dredging), $ 9, > , harbor (improvements), $5°,
work. *,o~0) $6o,=oo; San.
Sta.’ Marie, harbor (improvements^ Thorn-
graph and Nigger Islands; (djedg g), *4 harbQr (im„
SÆSœS1 required), ,„W, ™b‘».

â sr&w»r^?Xn%bfl0.ChVbÆ””i be'ïaed for retail dry goods 

pUrPSMhatoon, Sa.k-Th. ™«t," ui™tL Aes"”™,
Company are preparing to manufacture be rigbt

erect a new warehouse and have purcn ^ ^ Thomas 
Saskatchewan for the manu a ^ d an expert sewer 

glazed cement sewer PxPe new department. The com-
pipe maker as foreman covers used in connection with
8STi?.“SS Syitom Mr A. E. Small 1. g«»er.l man- 

ager of this company.
Saskatoon, Sask.—The

prepare a by-law to raise the sum
of erecting a new public ,lbrary; nr0pOses to erect a

Stratford, 0nt-7^^ ^ed ffie municipal council to grant 
knitting factory and hacked ^e^e that a by-law will be
submaittednto° the ratepayers at an early date.

Toronto, Ont.—The municipal council intend 

following fire halls
Greenwood Avenue Fire Hall ............
Purchase price of site .......................' '
Wychwood Fire Hall .........................
Purchase price of site ••••••..............
Roncesvalles Avenue Fire Hall ..........
i^S^l-dS-p, Shmbhou.e'i. rear o„h,

P„,cAhd,I=acfesÏ=ee,,-d,,«e,,c,Ln «f Fhe Hall, Earls- 

court

the$3,000;
office

St

city were
They are in Lount
016 Toronto, Ont.-The municipal council 
erection of the following bridges
Crawford Street, reinforced concrete .........

girder span approaches — • ■ — — s, 
Strachan Avenue <™ ^ Pe«iuSve of land

are

arch with
$29,450 00

58,200 00 

14,900 00 

13,000 oo

concrete
damMaerket steel' lattice girder bridge on

Ge„a.d,r#,r sr».w” bi. y..d *-

Cattle

151,800 00 
200,000 00

span—
If of steel 
If of concrete

encineership vacancyCITY
Mr J Hutcheon has resigned his P?sltl<m ^Lcantrffot

rübti- îitrrs S'®-dia.

Engineer.
COMMISSIONERS

ORDERS OF THE RAILWAY 
OF CANADA.for

Each week on this W « be ^°^ay Commis- 

of orders passed by^ ^ faeiUtate ready reference 
of these orders may be 

Engineer for small fee.
sioners, to 
and easy filing, 
secured from

municipal council have decided to 
of $100,000 for the purposes

Copies 
The Canadian

nd
16115—March 2—Rescinding 0rder .^°'^cross^ hacks of ’CP-a't 

authorizing city of Toronto to mam t0 pumping static
. pTu ond over wires ot ‘-'.in.w. ±^. 

toot of John Street, Toronto, Ont Boston & Rand
16116—March ,3-Disallow,ng Tardf No.q 3= _ ^ Montreal, Ottawa.^

». «"»•* Q ,

«S. US "

southwesterly branch from mileage o wing
same branch from mileage 35-59 ^ £ March 6, 191s, re

16,,,-March M-Amending Order Que- .trikiP«
bridge of G.T.R. over Lachine Canal, m ^ March ?> ,9,2, by

,61,2—March 14—Amending ;nserting "Twp. of Sidney. S<-
words "County of S'”c“ n!ra“cVR to construct three 5P“rs. £°o»t- „ 
16123—March 14—Authonz g Blanchard, Ct. p=ltb’ stati0?

-^&S£ISSS POSA A - *
SaSkI6,2aAlarach Is-ReliBving from erecting fences

brook subdivision, B.C. division.

to erect the

$30,000 00 
7,064 00 

30,000 00 
7,004 00 

25,000 00 
29,469 00

8,000 00

. 25,000 00

bridges, roads and pavements. on its CraI>’ 

foriiH6
construct temporary ott»w»

its 13th disc,

_ , .T,, „ upderal Government have inserted
Ottawa, Ont.—The Fédéra the pur-

ïiîïStttffl»
of ,h« following wort=ir7a8i

To ,h. Vancouver, W«»min,,e,.»d Yukon 
From a bridge across Burrard lniet,

^è-March 14 Relieving G.T.ICfrom

fourth east of London city imd ^ erect and maintain
,6,3,-March r3-D.rectmg ChN.K. t June, ,91,,

suitable fences from m.le post 63 to 77, transP3.>

- “crA-h•*H. G. Shufelt, ice car inspector, ot JJept.

further protection
adeauat^tf

od»'
pany.
$350,000.

To the
Saskatchewan

To the
the Fraser River, near

To the Caribou, Barkerville
for twenty bridges over

16133— trad1* 
with it5,'cki»ë

Half i»tcrl
bridge over theCanadian Pacific Railway, for a

at Outlook, not exceeding $115,000. 
kettle Valley Railway Company,

Hone. no. Ea„.„
the Willow River, not ex-

tion to 
ada.oi KEÏ'î £..»*î B0'

of interlocking and derail;”* Quebe 
River Bridge, on

atus to be 
subdivision.Company, 

ceeding $95>°0°- F

O
 «ço
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Seven Great Money 
Saving Packing's

Engineers and machinists throughout the Dominion are saving thousands of dollars in 
time alone by using Goodyear Packings—short cuts to RESULTS.

Installed quickest and most easily. Outlast all others. Recognized by? all who know 
packings, as the highest standard of excellence. Use one of these great

Good ar
Packings

elevators. Unexcelled for boiling water and high pressure 
hydraulic work.Magnet Sheet Packing

Meets every requirement—Boiler Room or Machine 
Shop. Made of special compound that resists heat 

hence the only packing thoroughly adapted for high 
Pressure uses. Makes tight joint under air or hot or cold 
Water pressure. Unaffected by oil, liquor, ammonia, or 
alkali. Retains elasticity.

Cloth Insertion Packing
Unexcelled inFor cold and warm water pipes, 

pliability, smoothness of finish and strength of cloth 
insertion. Made of heavier fabric than any other
similar packing on the market.

Magnet Gasket Tubing
Square Duck Packing

Good quality cotton duck and friction to stand cold 
water. Cut accurately into squares.

Like Magnet Sheet PackingFor high pressure, 
this tubing is unaffected by heat, makes tight joint, can’t 
blow out. Cut any length to fit any size manhole, hand- 
hole, plate or pipe flange. Put up in convenient boxes 
With rubber core and tape. Square Duck With Rubber Back

Specially adapted for elevator use. Made of superior 
cotton duck, gum back Makes packing tight, practically 
no friction. Gives many times service of other packings 
of same nature.

Round Duck Packing
Fine quality cotton duck with round core. Used like 

hydraulic Packing, only for lower pressure.

Hydraulic Packing
Best Packing for pump cylinders, inside-packed 

Plungers pumping hot or cold water, and hydraulic

Goodyear Packing, Belting, Hose and other rubber sundries enable 
you to capitalize the brains and experience of the world’s greatest 
rubber goods experts—the knowledge and skill that underlies our 
reputation as well as that of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio, the best known plant of its kind in the United States.

In all of our business in Canada last year, we had to replace because of slight defects, only $155.22 worth of goods
Get in touch with us at once

Valves
Unaffected by oil. Used in hundreds of industrial 

plants. Specially made to meet specific conditions.

The Goodyear Tire ® Rubber Company of Canada, Limited
Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write our Nearest Branch
^ANCHES : Montreal — Winnipeg — St. John, N.B. — Vancouver - Calgary — Victoria, B.C., 855 Fort 

Street—Regina, SasK., 2317-2318 South Railway Street—Hamilton, Ont., 127 Hing Street West

General Offices—Toronto 18
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